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at Winchester, Va , accompanied bY
his grandmother. Mrs. Mary Camp-
bell, who was warmly attached to be
daughter-in-law, the deceased. 'be
foie surviving bt other Is Mr. Sau-
nders A. Fowler. while her imme-
diate melts are Mts. Elitabeth Awe
tin atideMrs. Manic Cobb.
The exact time for the funeral has
not yet been set, bet it will more
than tautly occur at 4 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon at the residence. with
_ Interment following at Oak Gros
i
VP:4# tisk deeiti last evesing of cemetery.
Bertie Node? Campbell at l'be Out of respect for Mts. Campbell's
lit*ler nvidence on Broadway, thre orT. the different social orgasi-
: 
e Ilatel
.* zstiotis of the city have canceled ev-
. most _bcieved , ladies winos,: cry entertaumnt e for the present
Zit pine° the Beyood ere of Ksb-
-y will be dearly cherished by r'"*L'
EtT- less friends foe evermore. while
is occasioccd in love's channels TA111- CANNICYr ISSUZLICENSES TO SALOONS
.1 ellsos in the heart of her fricuels 
seho arc deeply sasideried and will not Indiana Judge Holds That Business
.4. its baste ner atbh t.rotu th  causeuell 
of Barroom Has No Legalher 
disa
Iblialialace.
0 bye forever in the memory atul Lthanon, Ind, Feb. ne Judgetrans of those left . behind. Samuel R. Artman, of the lloonc
' Her popularity was attested by the comity circuit court, yesterday held
11"rtY inquiries ill'id• after she was that the saloon business has no legal
•
was a thorough musician, whik piffle
anthrophy and religion were themes
of deep interest add engaged -much of
her time, her ever responding nature
• --"--"4#' LIFE eLosEa,alsw.ayts welc
oance 
dming those needing 
 was a devout 
her
per
and worker at the First Presbyter-
qart church. The combined attributes
formed those for an ideal and great-
ly beloved woman whose personality
tdinas berth words'ot consobtiou and
sympathy front every quarter for the
bereaved fam.4.
Besides her thother. Mrs. Laura A.
yovrier, the deceased Is servioad by
tler little sou, John, vrho amvod
• yesterday morning from his college
'WAS CCM OF PADUCAH'S
i:OKEMOST LADIES OF UNI
-4 VERBAL POPULARITY.
•
, Afternoon life was apparently gone.
slid this flashed over the city, but
die physitians continued reeking
heroically with her, resorting to the
-oxygen treatment which prolonged
'her life nail shortly before to o'cloct
last night, when she breathed lie
last and was pronounced dead
From evcry quarter in the city
*rep borrow was amply manifested
tin learning of her dissolution, as she
woe one beloved in every sphere and
1,10 ia warm friendship by all. She
was a native Padecahan. having been
born and reared in this city, being
the ouly daughter and youngest child
A Mrs. Laura Fonrkr, widow ed the
• late Floe Gas Fowler, during life one
Oil the country's leading steamboat-
men. lii her girthood 'te days Mrs.
d Campbell was an apt and studious
lama pod there bid then foundation
• F:gio:raistee;si-ast. fund of Anacrieledge she
on all usetter.s. Um was
of a very hteraw.,Larn-r.minit and
thoroughly 990.11 ;ad In close touch
with- the standar() works and publica-
Omni nr the 'day, befog in her hup-
past usoods WS* thailt some of
At literary ortestaaams of the city,
ibis satiating with them ell. On
ixottiour to wotitiobtrod society wet-
coedit! bet with a oprdiS reception
snd she was gne of the molt caltnerd
and accomollebed belle.a of tMe day.
rone of the leading -%nctiolis itg
complete without he; askistanctii and
sttendanois. . .
The dee-eased was-ooritidafailebter
of the lite Or. KedbeinUnders. one
ie of Paducah's foremost 'Physicians
skiing Ns day, who paned away a
r
 number of yeah; .e.gp. purini Mgt
"he was ma Arta 'ao 44 John P.
feetnpbell of Hopkineeklie, Where she
• tetiVed for seVeral yeattbrben she hen
returned to Paducalh which alas Knee
been her place of abode at her meth-
er's handsome re sidenceeente. Broad-
way. 
•-
• Bits- Campbell was a -woman sftiOee
personality carried her *f to rainy
phases of the world, she Mine recog-
tithed as theleader of the society mat-
t row who itaid ikat Mine of her at:
tOictive *atlas and beauty since
• epighting from girlhood. Sht had ler-
rv..01 fo irct4ee al .yttars .as. preside
of the , Mine 114, *WA Moving
spirit he De10)tie *WA' alao the
Nlatiace Vinsital .clefsesipee omen's
Tr"
NGEREO WITH
CONSUMPTION
MR. THONLAS DAVIS PASSED
AWAY YESTERDAY AT
LA CENTER, KY.
;MK ISERE BUT LIVED
WEST FOR MARY YEAPS
KR. KELLY SUBLETTE PASS-
ED AWAY OF PNEUMONIA
AT HOSPITAL.
Remains of Mr. W. W. Jones Will
Be Shipped to Caseyville. Ky.,
This Morning.
Mr. Thomas Dais died yesterday
at LaCenter, Ballard county, after a
hgering illness with consumption.
and will be buried today at that place
under the auspices of thc Masouic
lodge.
The deceased was thirty-tight years
of age and born in the LaCenter see-
the of Ballard county, but sixteen
}tars ago went to Idaho where he
resided afterwards. He served in
the Philippine islands with slig 1.1. S.
troops and contracted consumption,
returning one year since to his Bal-
lard county home, where he has grad-
ually declined until claimed by death.
He was a member of an Idaho
lodge and a man standing high in'ttpackett ill, the slums appLariug Abe community as a good and re-existence and therefore cannotlaot Saturday in the form of lay-nape
, heensed by the state. He qu
tomaihoe, "au sot "69, ill until many authorities. to show that 'the
nitert u
 
late when she n".citizert has no inherent right to en'*Ord to IseribeaL That evening she gage in the selling of intoxicants, be-
cause as has been decided by the
courts. the business is attended by
mower to the welfsre of the com-
einanity.
ladle Agana' sea speaker of tBe
Indlana boost of representatives two
Car alitt
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LOVELY WAS THE
s. BERTIB PO. I'VLER CAMP-
'BELL ANSWERS TO CALL
-OF GRUA REAPER.
.PASSHI AWAY AFTER
Fin OATS' ILLNESS
Amoral Ceramists' Will Probably
Se field st 4 O'clock Saturday
Afternoon at Residence.
akty, although inanimate non.
'bored isto noir usoiouseesS and the
attack develops. into coosestion of
dt•e brae n, rilic eswed with untemics
enisoning remained senseless
rant Wedeira4ity -wisest she regained
malaciousness and surprisinelsi in.
!VIOted what was the matter, at entic-
e' sus surronatitng the bed physicians
who had .been constantly at her bed-
side. !II he relied and become a tattle
• 'better,'
 
let her condition was 'precari-
ous and the doctors held it little
hope for her. Yesterday morning she
lawn gushing and at 3 o'clock is th•
SPARKS CAUSE
SMALL BLAZES
BEDROOM INITE,D AT THE
RESIDENCE OF MR WAL-
TER SCOTT
Mesa Lillie Noreen Proves She ts a
Plucky Woman Who Needs no
Department to Heap Her.
.a spark caused a small fi-• sestra
day afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
residence of Mr. Walter D. Scott,
the unner, on Broad between Third
and Fourth street, but the blaze was
extinguished quickly by the Satoh
Side fire department. It occurred in
a front room of the residence and
entailed a loss of about $25
Woman Extinguished/Aroa.
By her pluck, Misalillie Noreen of
22f South Feerrth' street, saved their
home from destruction by fire at
61$ o'clock yesterday morning, she
'liking a ladder and climbing to the
bureing roof, heaved bucketfuls of
water onto the blase,
A defective ink Caused sparks to
drop on the roof, which ignited and
Miss Nbrvell's attention being at-
tracted. she got her ladder and buck-
ets and was working on the blaze
when the fire department arrived.
Tile loss is very small. - •
Miss Norvell is bookkteper for the
Fnelert and Bryant Vail grocery of
Soath Second.
sobered up quickly and said mehout
ut-wasplyinti-a riat.ation--
yens are brought before me
m
an It vend -you .to the Bride*
club, the Paducah 4 ughier Fisher paid his fine.
• of the.Cnniederany.- iglat •prorni- _ • - _ 
iient organizations. A " enjoy- New South Wales paid about $3,-in, the aoeial irayeliea.tbi 'here 300$060 in fotr.- years in. bounties forIsiv not of the hattetfly',nal
VOW*
 .4
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tweeted citizen. He was single
Died of Pneunsonia.
Mr. Kelly Sublette died last night
at 8 o'clock at the railroad hospital
i on \Vest Broadway, after a short ill-
ness with pneumonia. He was twen-
ty-four years of age and was a con-
worker for the Illinois Central
fseirosd. February 6 he was brought
CITY: BUILDING
INIFECTOR IDEA
ustocit comiprExTHE 0
HOLDOM UP FOR •
E PRIMENT.
WILL NWT MEASVRE
SIONILY FOR ADOPTION
CONCRIS SIDEWALKS FOR
FAR STREET IN ME-
AN/Cd111U RG.
Railroad asims Armour Has iso
Feet a River Front Ground
Under Leese From Them.
4=414..mONa 411.04
°badman Samuel Hubbard, of the
ordinance committee for the city
general emitted, had a meeting of
that sub-body yesterday afternoon at
the city hall, at which time thte mem-
hers went crier several matters be-
fore them.
The eouintotteenten took up the
question of drafting an ordinance
creating the office oi "city building
inspector," and decided to postpone'
this matter until another meeting to
be held by the committee, as they
uant to lot+ thoroughly into the
propositi ped get the measure up
properly. An inspector of this na-
lute sets at budding* are properly
erected new, and be also vis-
its buildts4s standing to see that they
:re kesit di safe and good condition.
Creation bf this office was recom-
mended 4 the mayor when the
city electrician reported that build-
legs owned by Joe Friedman and
others on South Second, and also
lower Broadway, were regular rattle-
taps and in dangesous condition.
The committee ordered the city so-bete from Horton, Ky., and put in licitor to draw up the ordinance call-the 4inspittil for treatment. After lane for concrete sidewalks on bothdeath ilist evening the body war sides of Farley street in Mechenies-taiten from the institution to I burg.
Nance's undertaking establishment . The ordinance committee will
corpse is being held, pending word tee sometime next we
est South Third street where the meet wits ISM Ifizz ealliadta
take upfrcm relatives, asking what they dc- the ordinance presented the legisla-sire done with the remains. eve bodies last week, wherein pro-His mother resides at Morgantovrn, v sion was made that the city so-Ky., sad was telegraphed infotana lacitor shoald get twenty-five per cent.lion of his dissolution last night. of all back municipal taxes he collect-Wearable Man Dead. ed, instead of ten per cent as here-Yesterday at the Hough cemetery, tofore. On die ordinance being laidMr. J. P. Gentry was buried. in pees- belote the full boards last week, theyence of a number of friends. referred it to the finance and ordi-The deceased died Wednesday of more committee for investigation,the infirmities incidental to advanced and it will be taken up during theage, be having attained the ninety- Lathering of these sub-bodies. Thefifth year of Ins existence. He was solicitor has always gotten ten percncs of the oldest and most highly cent of att. back taxes he collected,respected citizens of the county, be- but now lie wants twenty-fivef pering well known everywhere. He cent. He is filing suits in the circuitpassed away at his home in the leone court now whist property °waysOak section, three miles beyond Ar who have not paid for the past Mccadia. years, the litiganon looking towardsHe is survived by a number of compelling the Property owners tochildren, pay a total of about Sys.° :axe-
Railroader Deed.
M1. W. 'W. Jones died yesterday
morning early at the Illinois Central
railroad hospital on West Brandway
of typhoid fever. He was as years
of age and prought here, last Sun-
day eior treatment at the institution
but his condition was so serious there
was no hope .for him. He was em-
esarnagIllt
VOL. 23, NI MEEK 254
Member Hank of the committee is
to learnt chow many feet Armour has
and then the question of purchasing
the sixty feet for the roadway to lead
through the strip, from First to end
of stageplank, will be taken up.
BANKRUPT'S PETITION.
Max Jay Michaelson Lodged His Pe-
, titian its-thlitett States Coat.
Max Jay Michelsois of this cityflied a petition in bankruptcy yester-
day in the United 'States court, giv-ing indebtedneie of..$7,800 and assets
(41 $6,800. The petItfoner is the mer-
chant of South Second street, havingbeen in busiaess here for about 'even
years.
DELINQUENT LICENSES.
Irspector George Lehnhard Giving
Chance to Those in Arrears.
Lic.egse Inspector George Lehn•
bard is getting off a list of those peo-
pt have not paid their city lic-
ense, and then calking up the debit-
queat tine and inform hhu he had
better 1[01314e &MUM d and pay, else a
warrant will be gotten out against
him. The inspector desires to be
kr.iennand give the parties a dance.
All paying now have to stand for the
oenalty, but if warrants are issued
the expense goes still that lance
big her.,
MAY CAUSE
A MISTRIAL
MRS. BOLTON, WIFE OF JUROR
PASSED AWAY YESTER-
DAY AFTERNOON
NHIESS TAKBI II
TRIAL KM MOAT
NEW COMPLICATION ItAY
SULT iy
 DISMISSAL
4IIRY
Harry Thaw wee Very Much Cast
• Dowti Oyer tlee Dips'
Dewallepentuts
New Yak, February za.—The wife
died this aft was
of Joseph BoleenitridishEreasioNo.
taken in the Thaw Monday.
It was stated tenni, that justice
Fitzgerald might feel it hmessery to
order another patina, whicls will mean
4 a long and tedious deter possibly re-
stating in • 4 :.••
LITERARY MEITRIIG. Thaw Watches Juror.
When Thaw came into court beProfessor miner is Leader
 GUIs"' I seemed to take a special interest 111I •Mg This Afternoon—Trus- 
'juror No. ii, looking 'at hien fixedly.tee Better. Mr. Balton was scrims,- hot eyes be-
..1.1111.11mm
Professor George Miller will be
leader at the monthly hterary meet-
ing to be held this afternoon by the
public *hool teachers at the Wash-
ington building on West Broadway.
The schools dismiss at noon today
so the instructors will have the af-
ternoon for the literary.
Mr Ashley Robinson. the school
trustee, is much better. his friends
will be glad to learn, and is slowly
improving at his home on Clay near
Tenth street with an atta.„ imeti-
monia.
our
 INTEREsT_
Street Committee.
The street committee held a meet-
ing Wednesday afternoon and decid-
ed to first learn .hovrtmany feet
ground on the river front the Ar-
ra-our 'packing people have leased,horn the Illinois Central railroad. As i
gpion as it is learned how many feetployed as i stctitra hand on - the IL, puking people live charge pfiDeasfield, Ky., part -of the Louisville
nd Paducah division. 
sometishtg definite will be done.
For years the I. C. owned the strip
I 
The remains will be shipped at of ground running from Broadway'750 o'clock this morning to Caney- to Kentucky avenue between Arst Ivilla, Ky., for interment.
Former Padocahan's Father. 
.street Ind the river. Five years agogithe railroad leasfd the Broadway endPaducahans will learn with .regret to the .Arrnour people who have aoi the death yesterday at Louisville branch depot on it. The Armourof Mr. W. L. Kirk, Sr., the father building is about ninety feet long,of Misses Margaret and Suzanne bet w n the street committee ofKirk, who taught in the Paducah pub- the ebu '1 called on General Agenttic schools several years ago. A tele- John Dabovan of the I. C's local of-gram from *Louisville yesterday ,fice to see about the city buying a
e
stated -
'sixty foot strip of ground from theASKS CASH REBATE ON FINE "W. L lar4- lar., a well known road, he informed them that althoughretired live stock dealer, died at 2:30 he was not sure hetbeeght ArmourJunk Deider A—ttenm—ts to Use His o'clock this morning at the residence had leated toe feet of the ground,Business Principles in Court. his son, W. L. Kirk, jr., 936 Third although the packing building oceteChicago. Feb. 14.—"Can't you give avenue. Ittr. Kirk, who was eighty- pies only go feet. Mr. Doitotran con-Inc a discount fot cash, judge?" asked three years of age, was taken ill with not tell the nurnhe•- of feet ArmourDavid Fisher, junk dealer. 367 Throop pneumodia last Saturday, and his de- leceed for twenty-five year's, zs thestreet, 'after be had been- fined $5 lAitated constitution was unable to lease is on file at Chicago, where theend costs for receiving stolen prop- withstand the attacks of the disease. dra! was made, and where headquar-ertY. • "Mr. Kiric was born in Marion tern are maintained by both ArmourMemicipal Judge Maxwell at Hyde county, near Lebanon, Ky., and lived and the Illinois CentraLPark cotdd not restrain a smile at there until over fifty years of age.' One. stage punk of the viltariboatthis business-like request, but he Thirty years ago he came to Louis- rests at the foot of Briaadwiy, whilevale, and was engaged in the live the othet stagepletlk .is ,on 'the leveestock business foetvrenty years. On just whore the leh feet vilhich Mr.account of :faitireg• eyesight he re- Donovan' believes Armour has undertired from' business ten years ago. ,tease cods. If Aromnr has got TeoMr. Kirkh wife died on January e feet the city will have to condemn!fief. He he survived by the following the groaid against the LC. and alsoshildtan: W. L. Kirk, Jr., and Miss against Armour, as the latter wit,,Margtriet Kirk, of Louisville; E. D. ha.ve to have some/inn for its itneegeKirk: of Richmond. and Mts Susir ?sifted kale s-e rabbits 
.". 168, of St Louis.
•
I ,
•
mg directed to the Soler.
As Justice Fitzgerald took his place
on the bench, Mr. Ckenras asked that
Dr. Britton l). E ViU%S, ..1 4e alienise, •
be called for further examination..
"You have stated in your testimo
ny, Doctor." said_ Me'. 1)elnras, "that
on the first thive vissIi. as Mr. Thaw
you formed an opinion aseo his men
tal condition. Was that tormed ire
part on oral statenienits?"•
"Yes." ,
"Were the oral stater/semis seers-
-Vary to you as a scientific man to en-
able you to form this opihion?"
"They were very essential.'•
Mr. Jerome said he vrotill ( ft,-7 4
objection to the convers.it n with .
Itiati-aistriou .1„)a....Evame first three
with:, as a result of which the alien
litst Itadfcrhlecliairtedw„it toat be p:3h,til v?ipnitnio.:1,
IN BUSINESS unsosurel miml.
M.R. ELI BOONE TAKES DR.S.411.-
. DERS IN PARTNERS
WITH HIM
/Ir. Adrian .Hoyer Returns Here
From Pim to Practice Medi
ape—Other News
Mr. Eli Boone has sold an interest
in his Oneral insurance business to
Dr. Lased Sanders, and hereafter
the been wilt be known as "G. Boone
& Co." Dr. Sanders has been en-
gaged in the real estate businees on
a large seale of recent years, but nowjoins with ?ste. Boone for the insur-
nee feature alone. as both wition‘
dect.their realty inthenees sterctely.
Returns to Paducah.
Adrten Hoyer. has returned
here from Fulton to resettle practice
of 'medicine in this city. He wet
to Fulton the first of this year to
open an office, but not_ being pleased
with conditions there, comes back
here now to ,remain.
New Residents.
Mrs. E. R. Mills of Bat:dwell, Ky.,
has bought the millinery establish- 
,until the last rdlnotagat . cross-exam -
these witnesses then will addway between Third ind Fourth,
streets, an is now Uwe in charge.
She has e similes store gt I3ardowelk
hat will dispose of them. Mr., MIlk Just what the nature 4Dt 1113 rebuttal'mores here also .after •disposing .0f. will be it is now impossible to say
his fine farm and stock interests at If the defehse Iiivtt him leeway' asBat-dwell where he hes lived for i they have offered-to 401 he will, with -
thirteen years. He is the former net doubt, attempt to'show that the
councilman of, Bardivett and a. pro_ I story Which Evelyn Nesbit Thaw has
told and will tell on the stand is not
true in all its details.
Mr. Jerome talked last night with
the witnesses for the defense who *
have been called to testify as to al-
in the collateral brali
tKoe.,"StouuktiT./
raouvestrtahe bealdweeVinhisicheihntedrygtoue leSed insanity
cbesesof the Thaw famil),... This wit,
arnue .and Washington, the nein' lo- delle .with the object of:saving time
buseafindLrbe,bein rsidien the ororn..,4ve story ibricomk
Ipknoisirtfeledgej%iryo.f what these witnesses
Mr. Jerome, having
crisis „ rim would tell when called to the stand,
would, he said, be obliged to inter
rti nr000rtion to its sizo'the horse coat all the technical objections poi-leas the smallest stomach of any quad- ifiatinaellyevceatemtehottligthwt.oheuidteistmitmohtnyob• as It
'raped.
tionabk.
An ostrich yieids shoot 'three pounde 
• (tortelnued on Plage Four.) ,of feathers yearly.'
Dr. Evans was about tv relate the
conversation attendfog WU first '-ii'
on August 4englieprnidesratation
regarding the • Works pf
tarot Bolton's isik-ileas iteheived. and
Justice Fitzgerald ordered a re.W.W.4
until 2 p. m., and when the trial it re
stunted, Harry Thaw's wilt, the docu-
ment wind' provides a fund of $eo,-
000 for the pros
-maims of his slayer
in mac be sbitiat die a violent death,
will be again offered in evidence.
Afti:r court asfiourned yesterday the
Will W35 turned Over to District Itstior
ney 'Jerome that he might study it
and diatiska whether or not he would
object 'to its admission. It is be:
liereeth's. after Mr. Jerome has had
opportantisy to read and •toriv the '.
•I or
-tweet heatriarioSe oh feet t
inissiort. 11 he &ex, today's session...*
if called. will be Iv Ty devoted to
armrmetit as to thi "ssibility of
The document; if hr rot Evelun
Nesbit. Thaw vilifies% called to the
rand to istatitintw' 'her testimoay
attach: was 100ml:tied for the purpose
of orlowing the experts to tell of
Teliai.'s Mental condition.
Jerome to Ciao.
-Prom the present indications 
itel 
LH-s-
Attorney Jerome will practically
'se theehe case Of the defense. He
lies allowed three cross-examinations
to be passed, those of Evelyn Nesbit
?'haw, Dr. Gbarles G. Wagner and
!Dr. Britton D. Evans. He will wait
'A
to what he succeeds in getting from
them the evidence is own experts
and another at Rtnitington, Ten r.. and his ()eh"' ,an rebuttal
;restive citiasen.
Moses Livery Stable.
Liveryman Charles Clark is na-,ving
his :Sable trorn South Third between
_ zo.4..41 Astsoss•01111111w1111..
I.
•-• WIN,ommidahosimmio."•0164^
'
RETIK04 TO PAY ABOUT
FIFTY CENTS ON DOLLAR
THE APPRAISERS YESTERDAY TURNED IN THEIR REPORT
TO TRUSTEE A. E. BOYD, VALUEING THE REHKOPF PRI-
VATE PROPERTIES AT $fao.000. WHILE IT IS BELIEVED
TKO DEBTS WILL RUN AS HIGH AS $120 000—REFEREE
BAGIBY CONTINUES THE PERSONAL EXAMINATION UN-
TIL MR. REHKOPF'S CONDII1ON WILL PERMIT OF HIM
LEAVING THE BED WHERE HE IS CONFINED WITH A
SERIOUS ATTACK OF HEART TROUBLE.
According to the appraisentent
terned in eesterday to Trustee A. F.
Boyd, of the F.. Rchkpof individual
bankruptcy proceed'ing, the property
owned by Mr. Rehkopf in his own
iitoue is valued at about %ocean The
prices were fixed by (lodes F. Jen-
-Mugs W. Armour Gardner and
Henry Lefinhard, who were named
appraisera by Referee Bagby of the
bunkrupf tribunal.
The appraiacts decided the collar
factory building. grounds, machinery
and stuck on Kentucky avenue be-
t:teen Mord and Fourth streets, were
worth Plano as a whole_ They valu-
ed the three three-story brick build-
iggs t ecta-totetzt South Second
stiect as a whole, the figure being
Sto,000. The itebkopf homestead on
• Washington betwetn Fourth and
Fifth was valued at $7,000, while the
residence owned by Mr. Rehkopf at
Fifth and Washington, and occupied
by htr- loactrb Ullman, was valued
et $3.soo. The little residence on
the rear of the Ullman place, and fac-
ing Fifth, between ‘Vashingion asad
Kentucky avenue, was salued at Sao
ow. The other residence on %Vasil-
ingtoct between Fifth and Sixth was
%Ailed at $a eao. The Mechanicsburg
On yard building, grounds. nurchmes.
etc., were valued at $1,30ao, while a
small building in the yard was fixed
at $soo. This made Woo, while he
• has $5.4,44.50 additional in leather-
worktug goods, machistes and
-
mci-
dental properties, which makes a
whole of $58,484.93. Not enumerated
it the appraisement is Stoop cash de-
posit at New Orleans, a Poo judg-
ment against the Starks-Ullman Sad
dlery company for goods Mr. Reit-
kopf sold them, and a $60o claim
against the E. Rehkopf Saddlery coin-
p3ny. This makes a grand total of
$00.384- 50.
It is estimated that the debts Mr.
Rehkopi owes himself will amount
t., Stao,000, therefore it is hardly
probable that he will be able to pay
fifty cents on the -dollar. He is entitled
it certain exemption which will come
eut of the appraitement.
Mr. Rehkopf was to have appeared
before Referee Bagby of the bank-
rept court Wednesday for a personal
examination regarding his indebted-
nubs rand the property he owns, but
be took suddenly ill the eveuiag.be-
te. and is nisw dangerously sick at
tis borne on Washington street with
neuralgia of the heart. His physic-
ians fear the strain he has under-
gone during the past six months, as
result of the personal and firm liti-
gation, is proving too much for him,
rad he is going down under it. On
being notified of his illness, the ref-
eree continued over until today the
One for his personal examination.
Mr Bagby announced yesterday
though that he ssould let this feature
of the litigation go rail Mr. Reh-
kept WaS able to attend court.
•
Japanese Coolie Deld Menace
Co Hmerican Labor
Itiostun. Maas, Feb. ca.—Julius
kiliteeneuiber of concrete from Cali-
forma. delivered an address before the
Middlesex club, of this city. this even-
ing in which he discussed "The Jap-
anese Question." Mr. Kahn in open-
ing said there is no antagonism in
California to the Japanese of the bet-
ter class, such as scholar., prnfes-
p.ifinal men, bankers and merchants on
the Pacific chast.
**The oppqsition is entirely directed
against the coolie or laboring class,"
•aiit Hr. Kahn, "and I say frankly
that the Japanese coolie is much more
feared in California than in hi; meek.
docile, childlike and bland counter-
part from the vicinaire of Cantos.
When e'e Coors, Appeared.
".‘a a matter of fact, the Japanese
...elle did not make his appearance
:teeing to to any appreciable extent
iirior to the closing of the China-
Japan war. Since then. however, 'he
- been coming in constantly in-
isin er numbers. and during the past
ear lie has beep landing at the port
of San Francisco at the rate of a thou-
'and or more every month.
"lie is not altogether an unskilled
laborer. and almost immediately 'after
his arrival in that city enters. into di-
rect competition with white skilled
'tvechanict. Our experience weds him
ha. taught us that even where lie be-
etle. work as an unskilled laborer he
does not stay at it very long.
Brandies Out for Himself.
' lie soon branches out in business
for himself at a contractor. 3 restau-
rant keeper, a flerist, -or some other
• vocation of that kind. Now that, in
itself, is commendable enough, lint
the moment he has put up his sign be
beeins to cut the bottom out of prices
a general rule 'he has no family
to support—for the most of the Jap-
anese that come to the United States
are males. They are not accompanied
hy their wives and children to any
great extent. as is the ease with Euro-
pean immigrants. In fact, most of the
_Japanese women that land upon our
shores are brenght here for immoral
purpose/.
Why Jan Can Undersell.
"Anil so. since he 'has few mouths
to feed. and since he can make a good
meal of a handful of rice, a piece of
dried fiele ard a cup of tea, lie can
nife.o o-ht a• s matter of hot, he
does tell coenatodities at abniii
'half the 'price his Caucasian neighbor
is compelled to charge. Under such
cireiirn5rances it is a small wonder
that there is an outcry from our shop-
heepers and our laboring classes.
"California, by reason of 'her geo-
graphical loCation, has to* bear the
brunt of this fight. Those who do not
under3tand the conditions that prevail
in that state arc too apt to condemn
. titer people for their stand on the
question of Asiatic immieration.
Struggle Between Races.
"They soon realize that it is a strug-
gle for existence between Caucasian
civilization text the cisilization of
Asia. Which would your people es-
pouse? Which ought your people to
espouse? Do you think dte Citzfl
of your commonwealth would allow
she white earn to he driven out of the
iactories an dworkshops'
• My indisidual opinion is, and al-
ways has been that every state in the
union 'has the absolute right to regu-
late her own schools in any manner
she sees fit, and that no outsider, not
even the President of the United
States, has the right to interfere. But
:he court will probably pass an that
subject, and anything that I may say
upon it would be purely academic.
Unfortunately, however the discussion
of the school question has constantly
carried more of less war talk in its
St rain.
Comparison of Two Nations.
"In that connection it is well to
bear in mind that both the Japanese
nation and the, American nation are
alike proud, sensitive, ambitious, pa-
triotic. aggressive., Just as we desire
to be the dominant power of the
American continent, so Japan aspires
to be the dominant power in Asia.
She is already stirring China out of
her legarthy of ages, and when that
great inert mass of humanity shill
have been aroused into action, the
whole world will have to sit and tate
notice.
"There Is a strong anti
-foreign sen-
timent in both Japan and China.True.
the argument is often made that the
United States is the traditional friend
of both these Oriental countries.
t in my study of world politics Ilearned to believe that at the
phychatergical moment this traditional
hiendship business turns out to be a
pore myth.
Reliance on Strong Fleets.
"In the development of commerce.
and the setlement of international
questions the reliance upon tradition-
al friendship is not one-half as potent
or effective as reliance on a fleet of
good battles'hips, angumented by
cruisers and submarines of the latest
improved types, anal adequate, mod-
ern coast defense fortifications
"By continuirt; the const.u:tion of
these we prepare, in times of peace
to maintain peace. Forty years aga
the triMant Stewart annul.-iced to
.-ciait•ymen that ti-e comrooce if tie
four< would be carried on :he waters
of the Pacific Ocean. Boa 'he Unced
Stites and Japan are new 'eking to
ccettol that comm.ri-e. aeh c:ittritry
wit /rake every eff ta ichieve its
anditIon. It is the hope cif every
American that the question may be
settled without resorting to the arbi-
trameat of arrrvs."
eTTMARRT.AND 'rELEPI4(04TE CO.
RAISES RATES IN LOUISVILLE
Louisville, Feb. 14—George C. Hall
superintendent, and J. B. Reed, man-
-.spa of the Cumberland Telegraph
company, appeared before the hoard
ef trade today in regard to the pre-
test against an advance in rates. The
ecore-iieee. Messrs. Hall and Reed
taid the increase in rates was fair. A
committee composed of Frank C
Nunemaeher, C. B. Barton and Hardy
Borton vas named to look iiito the
matter.
Josephine
--Somebody telsi rue yes-
terday that I'm the prettiest woman
in town. Netasha—I'm afraid, Jose-
phine I shill never brave von or ty•at
habit of talking to yourself.—Stottek
CUPID WAS NOT ONE MARTIN
SUCCESSFUL' MELD OVER
MISS ELLA GOIN AND MR. WILL MARTIN HELD FOR THE
LEVI MANC,RHM DID NOT GRAND 2""`v INVESTI-
MARRY. GATION.
Just as They We Preparing for the
Knot to be Tied at Metropolis
Cruel Officer Interfered.
It seems that instead of stopping in
Paducah to get married Miss Ella
Gcin and Mr. Levi Mangrum, of
Fancy Farm Graves county, went on
to Metropolis, but despite this fact
they were not united, as shown by
the following taken from yesterday's
Mayfield Messenger. The Paducah
officers kept a watch for the couple
last Monday and Tuesday, but they
eluded the keetoeyed officers. The
Messenger says:
"Through the efforts of Chief Mc-
Nutt and the use of the long distance
telephone, Miss Ella Goin, the 14-
year-old daughter of lin' Goin, a
prominent farmer of Lowes, was pre-
vented from marrying Levi Mangrum,
a oidower aged about atS years,
who also lives in the Losers section.
"The couple eloped Monday and
arrived in Metropolis Tuesday morn-
ing. Just as they were preparing to
apply for the marriage license, they
were intercepted by an officer and
prevented from having the nuptial
knot toed. Mangrum has two children
Mr. Goin. father of the girl, Was in
Mayfield Tuesday and said the ob-
jection he had to the marriage of his
daughtes to Mangrum was Tier tender
age and that the girl and Mangrum
were cousins."
MAINE HAS' A POCAHONTAS.
Captain John Smith's Life Saved By
Another Indisn Maiden.
Baneor, Me.. Feb. et —Robert 11.
Gardiner, of Gardiner. has in rum mag-
ine throtioh some old patters relating
to the early history of the Kennebec
river discovered that Pocahontas was
not the only Inid;an ewaiden that saved
the life of Captain Tohn Smish—that
there was 3 4Pocohontas in Maine
named Stshoois, who died romantically
while shielding the elitism captain
from arrows aimed at him with dead-
h intent.
In the summer of 1614. according to
'lie not:pees. Cantain Semth made 3
Visit to the Kennebec valley, ascend'
nø' the river to the chief village of the
Cabassat tribe of Indians. located
where now stands the city of Geoli-
nee Sete
-ask. infighter of the chief,
reviled among' the Indians for her
beauty seems to have been something
of a Aire for Cantsin Smith had
•earcely set rnot in the villa.'. when
she struck tew• an acnelintame and
"s-an the nractice of all the arts and
lenown to the hest Cats-Issas
re-ei;eine society in order to win his
Edward Martin Was Dismissed, Rav-
ing No Connection With Cass
at All—Being Fined Again,
Will Martin was held over to the
garnd jury yesterday. todrning by
Judge Cross in the police court, while
his brother, Edward, was dismissed.
The former was held over on the
charge of meal's 
--
watch and two revolvers from 5.
Goodman Wednesday, and ratting to
execute bond went to jail.
When Goodman got sober and ap-
peared yesterday at court he informed
the Melee he had made a mistake, as
Ed Martin was not along with them
a: all At this the court dismissed Ed
Martin, who happened to be in the
buggy w.th his brother when the lat-
ter was arrested, andl both were taken
Goodman claims that Will Martin got
the valuables, and the court directed
him held so the circuit court grand
jury can investigate the charge.
A fine of $t and costs we assessed
against George Bain, the steamboat
steward, for being drunk.
Goodman is a cousin of Thomas
Goodman, the barber of Mechanics-
burg, and not a brother, like pub-
lished by mistake.
MAIL OnTwo t-rrInorpo
TWELVE COMANDMENTS.
!for the It on. ro•ness 
methodfavor. h6. Yon tall collect from the heti-
nees men in your vicinity as much
31thnowdb Smith was a m vost catio
ase ro.lewrem.‘ ',an, the mistress made
sole herlftwav for the ',Meet of her
affection was ocennied witleimeortant
erea 1-.4 no teiiee evert ;f he had
the inclination, for sentimental adven-
ttges.
'When, hivine been most cordially
h;‘, teen
'fore readae to tattle their dtmarture
case of his lieeteeants resewei Nene a
emerrehrome aro, aentsitioue man, mn-
e-aeo. tool inined he some of the
party, set out on a new expedition.
tat-icow along-with them several of the
Cabaseat tribe as captives.
The chief of til'e ,.4I'...
 
not know:no
nf the rentiev and thirkinst the whites
fes be all of one narty. partner(' Can-
',in Smith's hand with a 'hose fnree
saver for reverter. 5r,,
 w:shiret
tri warn the cantain. ran, on ahead of
4,e avene4noi braves and came noon
'he white viten just as they had en-
eesenee foe the night a few miles
down the river.
‘T.1". 
•,,,ç 
'nil his warrior; were
"lose he/end and lust as Seh neoois thi
herself in front of Cantain Smith a
shower of arrows felt upon the camo
('hit'errow pierced the devoted
maiden's breast she stood shieldinr
the captain and thee, while he was
saved. she fell dead at his feet.
The chief of the Cabassas, 'amazed
and horrified at this trarredv. orderrot
loortilities to cease and thus Smith
had an otynortunity to exolain that it
-.es the mrer;neere who had taken the
captives. The red men conveyed the
hod's' of Seboois back to their village
Ind having the ceremony laid her
away rear what is now Randolph
ehnrchvard went in pursuit of Hum
and his party, who were overtaken
and slain near Norridgewocit.
Mr. Gardiner, who came upon the
record of this romantic episode, it
trying to locate the grave of Sehoctis
with the intention of having it suit-
ably marked.
Eight
-Hour Lew is Passed in Mis-
souri.
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. i4.—The
house today passed the bill applvitic
the eight
-hour law to all train do.
patchers and telegraph operators whe
handle the running of four trains
The vote was go to 2.8.
How we all hate a quitter! Ile al-
ways stops just before we net a
chance to bump him.—Chicago News.
-Aporcpos of the mention in the
laboring man's card in the Register
Wednesday. the following from au
exchange will be intert4aing:
A Nail Order Creed.
Twelve commandments make up
the decalogue of the mal order house
These commandments were not
written on stone by Moses, but they
are thorourrhly understorel, and fre-
quently bumped into by anyone who
deals with the catalogue mail order
concerns.
Following are t welt e command-
ments which thorotothly indicate the
le..siness slide of these concarni•
t You shall oil your farm pre•
dusts for cash wberever you cite hat
'lot to ste we do not buy (MIT n4W1.
1. Vou shall believe our stalrments
and bay all voti need from us be-
cause sic want to be good to you,
although we are not acquainted with
you.
3. You shall send the money in ad-
vance to give us a chance to get the
Ponds from the factory wi osth l e
mettles'. grid meanwhile von will have
to wait patiently a few weeks because
that is our hnairess reethnd.
i g Von shill tinyvnur church bells
land interior eburrh fixtures from us
money and forward the in advance.
h '•
money as you ese for the benefit of
your churches. Although we get more
monev•from von than t'i.iev do •t;t1 it
is against our rules to donate money
for helidinv country churches.
7. You shall buy yorir melt from us
and be your own mechanic in order
to drive the mechanic from your
vicinity, for we wish ri? gel •
R. Yon will induce your neighbor to
buy everything from us, as we have
room for more groom
o You "hall often look at the beau-
tiful gicteres in one catiloinie en your
wishes will increase and you will send
in a hie order. although you are not
in immediate need of the goods:
etherwise von might have money left
to buy necessary goods of your local
merchants.
to. You shall have the mechanics
that repair the goods you buy from to
book the bill, so that you can send
the money for his labor to us for new
roods, otherwise he will not notice
-stir influence.
it. You should believe us in prefer-
-ere to voter 1,111 mewrhantS.
T2. You shall, iii' case of accident,
sickness or need, wooly to local deal-
ers for aid and credit, as we do not
know you.
MAKES A 4"' TM TORE:
HIMSELF IN THE TOILS
A. M. Frederickson of Omaha. 'Niel),
Must Pay for Experience.
Chicago, Feb. 14.—Mrs. Rudolph
Lang. 202 Illinois street was "ar-
rested" for bidding a woman compan-
'on oirod-by last evening by A. F..
Frederickson, twenty-eight years old,
a railroad clerk who posed as a
"plain clothes" detective from Cap-
tain Otarien's offine, and when 'he of-
fered ,to "release" her for a small
"consideration" he was seized by his
"prisoner," who, with the aid of A.
Pobert Wallace, 222 Western avenue, Carr,ipbell Block.M. Simon 134 Van Buren street, and
took him ,to the central station and
censed his arrest. Frederickson told
the police he came from Omaha.
Neb., two days ago and that he was
on 'his way to an eastern citY. He
town hotel and he "arrested" Mrs. atiu,raid he had been staying at a down-
Lang as a joke. "The joke will prob-
ably cost you dearly," said Detective
Sergeant Fitzgerald, "after yeti; ap-
pear in cntot " 180 S. THIEDOSTREE T: PADUCAH. Ky
Big Bargains in
Wall Paper
AmomommemimI 
CLEAN-UP SALE OF
Carpets and Rugs
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
klso Many Special Things in Hosiery, Toilet
Articles, Dress Good!, etc.
Jima at this season of the year wheo everyone is anxious for a new
Carpet or Rug, we offer you one of the rarest bargains ever of-
fered the people of Paducah. If you are building and will soon
need a rug or carpet come Friday. If vou have an old carpet or
rug that has become an eye-sore, come down Friday and let us
show you how to save as to 40 per cent on a new one. U gat have
a friend that was ttalking ofbuying a carpet or nag call their at-
don the fact that OGILVIE'S will save them money
Friday and Saturday
BRUSSELS VELVET AXIII.N8TICR
These Russ were made of "dropped patterns" and of the
finest grade of carpets... We have them in al sizes; no
room too small, no room too large, and we guarantee a
saving of so to as per cent. We will sel rugs
range in price from Ste to 140 for Sta-50 to $45
worth your time to come and look them em
CARPETS
that
Its
Here us something that will give you an idea of what we
will do Friday nad Saturday:
s nieces Pine Wool Carpet, our regular floc grade (Seco
kind with some people) Friday and Saturday, per
Yard 
 • .. 
• ••• • • • • t151•
Made and laid Free
s pieces Brussels with border, our regular goc grade (11.2s
kind with some people) Friday and Saturdey, per
yard . 75c
m tde and lad Free
IT'S SO ITS AT OGILVIE'S
OGILVIE'S
"The Store That Has The Goods"
I Now is the rime rto Buy
Mall paper
We have the Largest Lim of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the moot otrilting prices
picture 60 f)icture
frames 5 frames
• C. C. Lee
for Tour Picture frames
315 BRORDUIRT
4
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, LifedLiability, Steam Boiler_
Office Phone 369. -
'tee
• 4C1
▪ Residence Phone 724
ehmenentinowwwwwwit
Efingerats Co.
Undertakers and,En3balmers.
it
••
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•
#
a
•
•
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ABSENCE USUALLY WEAKENS
LOVE
.............im
A metch mooted question in the comes at first bearable, then tolerable
ethics of love is that as to the effect and finally actually comfortable, al-
of sbaeriee upon affection of the simon . though deprived of the presence
imre variety. Few, if any, seem to which has seemed the sunlight, the
'dot that it doee away at once with
that of spirrious sort. Th problem
sis whether or not the ac'hing void left
by the withdrawal of the beloved
. 
presence makes the heart grow fonder
, or whether, since all nature abhors 
a
""••qfpcsum, the emptiness of heart is im-
itated to fill itself as speedily as posi-
isle with some other and more accessi-
ble object. Talleyrand once said that
the influence of absence upon love was
to be compared to that of the wind
epos, a fire. If the fireebe well started
aad 'applied with fuel, it is straight-
vim fumed to a conflagration; if
• letile and fficitering, on the 
contrary,
•the tome of the wind only servee to
extinguish it.
Ulster sonic circumetances there is
a tender melancholy of spirit which
aocollallanies absence; a sort of
,'rellitte. yet sweet introspection, 
with
a glantnur of its own, which invests
the beloved with countless attractions
and veils or softens all defects. The
traditional blindness of love is largely
myopic.
' Tit said that Absence conquers love.
But. 0, believe it not!
1 hough far in other lands 1 rove,
Yet thou are not forgot."
atte state of mind is by tio means
• inveossible, even with men, since not
to the able to get what one want!' in-
. tresses dlac desire for it. The law of
4fenial is a powerful force in life.
While this law is by fax more forcibl the best of it.. Whieh surely is wise, e
I' with men than with women ia regard The child who cries for the moon
, ta nwit thing*, that of )ore esestly neither is to be praised nor imitated
-' ii au exception, and the fact remains After all, the whole stun of experi
cries,
volyinati'S love sustains the test of goes to prove indubitably that
while with some faithful souls gib-
absence much hetter than does that of
sence may not kill love, they are fewIt• the matewile,i a woman really is in krre or ! ndeed with whom it does not wastes,.
Ait. thinirs she is, which often, for 3 time i 
it. In most cases if it fails to ex-tin.
' he dreams of her lover by d.av end 
. orti•li i. neither, it is certain, does it 
quicken it into more rvig rous life.,,- at 
'east. amounts to the tame thing.
by surto. Tier mind as well as her . Proeirwmity is a strong factor in
litart is filled with his imam*: all her the malting of Inartiaces. It is mere-
thought...all her hopes, all her plans Iv human nature to become interested
find in hint what the French call their 'it the people whom one sees every
• -dote" the central pivot upon which day, rather than in those whom one
they all depend. She clothes him in "CCts semi-occasionally; to love those
• tier imagination with no end of rite ; wt'o. having the opportunity, avail
I ass, which in all probability he does # themselves of it to show themselves
:lovable and attractive. It undoubted--; Ilea" of people estranged. perhapstwo gmr,.es. and discovers in him ity is true that a jiulicinus amount of tor the moment, but really inseparable
'every ideal of her fondest fancy vhen affections arc tried.nceasional absence may act as a stim-Whether this obsession will prove en-
nlant to lore, bat like other genet:- Gcn. Robert E. Lee is the idol 'of
•:uring or whether it will fade aaay
gently and impereentIbly. in the pres- 'ants it should be employed sparingly. 
•he south and as sect is to be woe-
4-ace of an agreeable rival. til 
.
some , The lover who is at hand to assert %flirted. A man he was without taint
. 
un 
Lay she awakes to nd the Imam. re. himself has usually a great advantage 
et. tarnish, a soldier without reproach
i fi
over him who i• at a distance. In a commander with few if any equals.placed by another. depends cilia)
upon the warmth with which the ale i (bort. there is much truth in the 
—Lou.sville Herald.
'eat idol returns her affection, the French proverb: "The absent are al-
freqoepfy of his 
-I-
The Ideal American Woman.letters; and last. but ' wows %Tone.- Which is to say that (Rev. Thomas B. Gregory in Louis-: whatever may be said to this disad-
. 
notices. upon Whether he remits ht-
f
ville Times.)a time t„ claim
 
his . vantage they are powerless to ilifend ore to long
• I•tide. i 
them .el% es. .sr,. Not long ago a Union Theological
For, beyond all possibility
Seminary professor made a most
of dis-
UNCLE Belli MAY 
. strange talk before a New York wo-
I tette, in spite of a few shining excep- .,
PREVENT' STRIKE. man's club. The speakers name. Ionto. it is much to be doulged
--- 
believe was Fagnani. a name that
whether any love is so csnstitelei;
President Receives Dispatch From gerunds 1.et little like America. and certhat it can withstand the test of long;
Telegraph Operators Asking tainly, if he was correctly repotted,costinued and irrespotseive absence..
Hint to Take a Hand, the professor's teachings are diametri-ln is a fortunate thing for much en- ' .
daring 'humanity that nearly every.
chief joy of earth. After the first few
week* of separation parted lovers
grow accustomed to doing without
one another, pit nd the "constant an-
guish of patience" has not longer,
daily and hourly, to be endured in its
first sharpness.
Usually it is the man who first be-
comes accustomed, not to say recon-
ciled, to the absence of the beloved.
This is partly because men arelfor the
most part more fortunate than women
in that they have their daily business
to interest and occupy them. Never
yet was there antidote for trouble or
sorrow like work, hard work, whsch
demands all the best energies of hand
and brain, and leaves the sad heart
no leisure in which to brood over its
miseries_
"Get leave to work, in this world
'tie the best, at all, you get." Be-
sides, as, some one has said. "There
never yet was an average man who
was so entirely in love with one wo-
man, that he had neither eyes nor.
ear* for the charms of other pretty
women, when the chief charmer was
out of the way." This caustic sayittg,
if stwaysi *rm.. 'eller-illy is so
Perhaps it ,would be fairer to say that
men are as a net inclined to be eng re
philosophical than women, snd %Ake
they cannot get exactly what they
want for the most part are disposed
to take what they can get and mak
If THE MEMORIAL
OF dit"N. LEE.' *
**************************
Worthy is it of this generous nation
'hat the memory of Gen. Lee should
he perpetuated in. manner appropriate
and in style adequate.. The memorial
oroposed by a gallant southerner—for
that through maternal ancestry he is
-Theodore Roosevelt, should take
form at the place so well beloved of
the gallant chieftain, the Washington
and Lee University.
That grand and historic college is
situated at Lexington, Va., a place
-ailed for the Lexington of New Eng-
'and, first reddened' by the blood of
',Asters for freedom. What nobler
elace to erect a monument to Lee
'han Lexington, synonymous as the
name of Lexington is with freedom?
The south is unanimously for Lee
-a a loyal Virginian and a great
Nmerican. Ames-lean, worthy the
,a111C, but loves the fine personality
of Robert E. Lee. The grander the
atemorial the more expressive of the
aeneral opinion of the nation.
This country has Mbunt Vernon as
4 place of pilgrimage. It will soon
have for another, the old Lincoln
farm in Hardin county, Ky. Why
dsould it not have the Washington
Ind Lee school at Lexington, Va., as
I shrine and temple for the worship
'if genuine self-devotedness.
Lincoln was the unselfish man of
he north; Lee. the unselfish man of
he south. And both were southern
men. Gen. Lee may have misjudged
'ttiations and duties, but was ever
onacientious. /le rendered illustrious
ervice to any cause he served. Just
slt Gen. Grant never looked on a con-
federate as a real enemy, Geu. Lee
eearded the federal soldier as a
L•rother. also.
Inspiring and noble, truly, is it to
1,ink that men so really great as
"'Kant and Lee should have, when the
-sroggle was ended, come to a con-
-fusion so humane and so considerate.
There was no surrender on either
-art. There was, however, good will:
'here were tears and sympathies and
candshaltes.
Part the north and south woull snit
man today, Impossible. The north
loves Lee, the south loves Lincoln
and Grant. Build must we, then, a
issonument to Lee at the Washington
and Lee University. It will bind two
great epochs—that of Washington
and that of Lee. It will reunite the
catty cpposed to everything that
‘Vagliington. Feb. 14 —President America is supposed to stand for.body can forget.
Roosevelt today received a dispatch The gentleman from the Union
, -Tine eau heal the restless fevers from a representative of the telegrapn Theological Seminary is reparted tocalled Remembrance and Regret." have addressed himself to the club as
At first heart and soul are torn and operators who are threatening to go
on strike in Chicago, inquiring as follows! "I know that you are all!bleeding with.the wrench of parting, devoted to your washtubs and your
childrsn but the nestion is whether
• . Ilse pain gross s lcsa acute, as time lays
•V its healing touch upon the wound;and
while one may perhaps forget neithera .
, the Orson nor the blow, one cease;
• ? in suffel actively.
• Love has been w;e11 called an air
I plant. its that it requires so little to
• # sustain it. hreverthelese an air plant
perishes when sir is denied it. As
,
time passes. even the most devoted of
. lovers will find that life can be lived
without each other, that existence be.
4
11
aim the fresh grief over the absence
of the dear one seems too 'heavy to
he borne: but eradually, day by day.
elictliet anything can be done towaol
settling the differences arising be-
tween the Western Union Telegrath
company and its operators at Chicano.
President Roosevelt. turned the mes-
sage twee to Commissioner Neill, ef
she labor burean.
It is said at the white house Clot
as the strike has not taken place and.
is simply under consideration by the
operators there is nothing that can be
clone at this time. If the strike should
be officially declared, the government
may Ite able to offer its aid toward
settling the differences. ,
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture •
lime Tnace a-Week Republic, of St.
twig, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscription to their
streat semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
-one year and get one of these beauti-
f pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
:art, done in nine eolors. TwO of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roecs pinned to her pink bodice. If
+hie one is desired, order No. to. "The
Spring Girl" No. tx, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture,s
hat, trimmed with light green. She
4lsta wears a white and green waist,
.'-hlt4ten beech rety pretty flowers at
breast. The remaining pittore, or
No. 12, is a threteatiarter length pie-
'US"' representing "The Winter Girl;"
a lot* &it, boa t bout her neck
and a muff.
the frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tel. theta
front real ebony it woold be necessary
take then frem the wall. Lop ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
•
these should be allowed to absorb
your vitality."
Certainly not! No woman •- hould
devote her entire life to the bearing
of children and the wasthin.g of clothe?
Woman is. by the eternal laws of na
tore, a child-bearer, but she is more
than that. She is a moral. intellec-
'cal, spiritual being, with capacities
for thought, high ethical endeavor and
fine spiritual vision. and Alter nature
is not fully rounded out wiles; these
latter things arc realized in her life.
But still, the fact remains that pri-
marily and fundamentally agpman is
Sheshould b think
ilt*********************0•44It 
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• A WOMAN WHO *
4 DEFIED A TRUST. *
* a
From Platte Center, Neb., comes a
story to the Atlanta Journal whic`h
tells of the life-work of an intrepid
womaa "trust-buster," Mrs. Kate. Ke-
hoe. After years of competition with
the Nebraska grain trust, Mrs. Kehoe
vas still glorying in her independence
When the trust was forced to dissolve
by the interstate commerce commis-
sion, and in the proceedings she was
one of the most important witnesses
against the trust. "She is on deck
yet," we are told, "doing a business
of not less than $zoo.000 a year:" The
diapatch continues:
But she had a hard fight of it. How
close she was pressed is only now
coming to Tight. She thanks the loy-
alty of the farmers hereabout for the
victory.
Mrs. Kehoe is a widow who has
lived here since 1888. Her husband
was an accomplished business man,
who taught 'her his work before he
died, and she continued it with suc-
ee ss.
• But this woman was not allowed to
comftict her business in peace. She
had to reckon with the Nebraska
gratin trust. The feminine in her made
her determined not to Warnings
given by agents and in letters were
ignored, and then she found she could
not get cars when she wanted them
from the Union Pacific. However, the
freight depratment of that road heard
from her so persistently that she %KU
able to get some cars, enough to keep
her buainess going, although it galled
her to see her trust com•petitor across
the tracks apparently getting cars
without difficulty.
The next move of the trust was to
hid tip the grain at her depot, offering
about one cent higher than the Omaha
prices, which were the ones that pre-
vailed. Mrs. Kehoe was compelled to
have the quotation's wired to her sev-
-ral times a day to keep tab on the
market, but this did not enable her to
bid ruinous prices for grain.
For nuite a while she simply existed
he businf w'hat rralr1 she could and
selling it to brokers at points as re-
mote as Memphis, Chicago and Kan-
gas City.
The fact that she still clung to the
business made the trust desperate, and
she was again besought to enter the
combination.
The fieht had been going on for
over two rears when what looked like
a knockout blow for the gritty widow
came. A fire destroyed her storage-
sintige with their contents of grain.
What caused this foe is a mystery to
this day.
?kris. Kehoc's answer to this iiisae-
ter was characteristic. In a few days
the carpenters were putting up the
frarnewcak of a new elevator. She
redoubled her attention to business,
buying early and late and making
°roman settlements with the farmers
and giving thein a square deal all
around.
For their part they gave her all sup-
nort onssible. They beean to make it
a point to help her down the trust.
Vear in and year out she kept up the
sometimes even losing money
and drawing upon her implement brisi
ncss bolster up her grain trade. In
'us art -seance the trust aroused resent-
-slant an, over the state and a great
eenosure of it was made by former
agents.
man who, despising "racraa•nsin.
Ica-ns a "trade- and goes out into the
world to be independent.
And, may add, to c-ory about
with her a poodle dog, upon which
she may lavish her affection in lieu of
bestowing that affection upon her
child!
"Mad world!" a: the great Shake-
speare would say.
lint there is consolation in the
thought that the overwhelming ma-
jority of women the world over are
true to their womanhood, and have
sworn Hannibal'a oath asr.l'past the
crazy i•- ms which would unsex and
and a moralist and a seer, a dreamer
c a  eri
nncrown them.a mo: er. 
of glorious dreams and a participant
in all the great, thrilling game of life;
but all that she is or does should be
subordinate to 'her womanhood—to
her mothehood
Evidently Professor thiamin; does
not believe this, hence his amazing
bit of advice to the women of Amer-
ica, which it is devoutly hoped, the
woman of America will treat with all
becoming scorn.
Says the professor: "Surely no wo-than so cents. The best recommends- 1
tion that we can give them is to say mars should be satisfied to be merely
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pit-
lure to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and borne
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
treo*Ing :WM mehthly in Atriefica.'
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these hkedsorneIr framed pic-
tures, all for only St.
Remit by postoffice or exprese
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
• Your Turn May Come.
The following from an unknown
exchange should give you something
to think about at this time when you
are not far advanced on the new year:
"Every time the closet of your
neighbor is opened An you stretch
your neck to peep, and then after-
ward strain your tongue to talk about
it? Do you ever stop to think that
some day a tragedy may take up its
abode in your home? Can't you get
it into your head that some day the
tongue of slander mos- cut you like a
sword and the Whispers of your neigh
heir be as vinegar on your wounds?
Misfortune and disgrace may have
overtaken your neighbor, but it does
not become you to fret on the house-
tops and shout it to the world. You
can have all you can do to pay for
yotir own indiscretions.
"Some day one dear and near may
fall—the prison walls may open to a
son, or the scarlet letter of eternity
blight a daughter. When a home is
in mourning over tragedy, the best
thing Yots- can do is to keep your.
mouth shut unless; you can gay some-
thing that will come as a rift ha the
elotads. Then again you know that
you may be no better than your neigh.
bor; the only difference is that your
neighbor was caught, and you, up to
date, have kept the sunlight away.
Write name and address A The Pee'fesse calls the c44-falib' "Be charitable, for you know not
the mother of a family."
But does not the gentleman with
the tin-American name know that to
be the mother of a family in the full
sense of the word, is to be the noblest
thing that any woman can possibly be
in this world?
To be the mOther of a family—to
bear children, to love and educate
those children, to bring them up .in
the way of the aloneestic pieties and
civil virtues, so that they shall be-
come an honor to their city, state and
nation, forces for good, soldiers in
the cause of human progress, great
beacon lights upon the hill of life up
to which others shall look and be
cheered and encouraged in the battle
against injustice and wrong—to be
such a mother is to be something
that not even a Union Theological
Seminary professor can with impunity
scoff at and ridicule.
dn., on l omen to the st Loa Re_ ioned home women a "parasite," and what day nor what hour the blight
ifeeliarss 'himself favor of the am- may aeoear in Trio sacred' circle."ethlic, St, Leftist Mo. rk,
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Good peumbing means
good health and this men-
bined reodcen sari-vet -III fixtures tictps to keep the ductar o‘t
ofnyarn7lehd°1"eplu• mbi.3111124Png filoduwre?°m""a!Ake'1111; 6 F
healthy bath moms, are sanitary ar.J
have a beauty all their own.1 .,If you intend making bath rocen mm-
". provetnents, let us show you sampies of
41 this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
- E. D. HANNAN.
Both Plumes sot
nutter how small or howl-31:1-gs:  e4uthr
.111•Not
"IT IS TI-IE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG ThINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quartets Make the Delius
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US W/TII
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
Om 4/ 
fiatiticah Tr,ctilr i ,r Company
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPZEIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING WEIGHT, MACHDA.
MIT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFIC11 SECOND AND MOB ROE. BOTH PHOWIti.
P. I. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
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One week 
Anyone failing to receive dal paper
regularly should report the tentter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Ctunbertand 3111.
.•••••••
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
City Jailer.
11, c are authorized to announce the
candidac1 of Joe A. Purcbaso for city,
jailer;. s ect to the action 4 the
democrat) party.
a.,
e are authirieed t6 announce the
cinitiiiicy of W. T. (Bab) Reed for
4 city jailer, subject to the action of
the &moo:gaffe party.
• We are authorized to announce the
canifidac, of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the :meann of the
democratic party.
1Ve are authorized to announce the
,Indida.cat of AL Hytnarsh for city
Jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
Cats Treasisrer.
We arc authorized to announce the
sandidacy of William Kraus for thy
treasurer. subject to the action of the
democratic party.
at, Clerk.
We are tditibonard to 41111011111Cle
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for the democratic nomination
to succeed himself as city clerk, sub-
ject to any action of the democratic
pi iniary.
PAW Morning, February 15. :goo.
ost
in the senadg_itivileceSpen cell in the
penitentiary texas, one of the
-.aro most noted democrats in the country
is now uts4aalgobig 'au 'investigation
with fall- prospects that if lie should
*happen to .be tzonerated, still around
Sis name'Srilti'iiktIttting the stain of
unbecoming conduct. At San Fran-
clsco the mayor is under indictment
lot graft.'Imit,eorruption, and so it
goes all over the land.
The man of biliness, profession or
trade should think twice before he I
aspires to office. The hail fellow
well met is generally a failure at
anything he undertakes. A man
might, be a success in one ',thing and
a failure in others. The man of firm-.
ncss in public office is not a popular
: Man With the free- and caay "cqowd.
The man without firmness. is one
• who can be used and consequently
"he is the one who suffers in the
• long run.
The temptations to go the gaits is
one that constantly crosses the path
of the average public official and it
azittes a strong man to •overcome.
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them; if one is too weak to with-
stand them, he will soon start on
down grade and finally return
private life in debt and worse
than when he began his public Ca-
Tier.
To be a success as a public official
one must be a good citizen and at
all times to obey the law. He must
have the will power to resist all
temptations. While we advise all
men to take an interest in politics,
we advise all men to keep out of
politics unless they are fully equipped
to take a stand for right and then
zraintain it. All men arc not fitted
foi .public office. To many it means
thtir undoing.
the
to
off
The Bank Wrecker.
The treasurer of the savings bank
at New Bettain, Conn., is missing
and with him over $500,000 of the
funds. According to the report his
theft of the money can be traced to
his outside business, and which em-
phasizes the oft repeated warnings
in these columns to steer olear of
the bank that suffers its officers to
engage in all manner of outde
schemes. Every week or two a
bank of that kitid is wrecked, and
what will happen in one part of the
cotetry will very likely happen in
another section.
Men who rise up from obscurity,
and because they handle other peo-
ple's money, arc seized with the idea
that they arc great financiers and
then begin dabbling in outside ven-
tures very often become involved to
an extent where they begin stealing
the money intrusted to them and
in due time they skip out, and the
people of the community throw up
their hands and express great sur-
prise over the exposure. it always
roenrs that the nimble-fingered gen-
try pose as great men in society, in
pushing themselves forward as great
progressive business men, and often
oacoPY high places in the church.
They are a slick set, and deliberate-
ly push themselves fornard the bet-
ter to acquire the confidence of the
people. We again say to our readers,
steer clear of such people, for if
I
you do not, you will be hustling
some day to get hold of your hard
earned money after is is too late.
The scamp at New Britain stood so
high that the litptst convention had
its funds ig his bank, and those funds
are the ones into which he dug the1
deepest. A designing scoundrel may
be counted on to use the church
V•Itenever hc can to help his schemes.
Men and Public Office.
AU men arc not fitted for public
lafe. This opinion we reach after a
o-iinstarit observation extending over
twenty sears, of public sncn and their
careers. In the first place it takes
arit to All a public office. That grit
vibich gives a man the courage to say
No. If a man lacks that clement
r•ia:•11 character in h'is makeup, he will
tests be a success in office, and the
chances art- that he nil in due time
'loss out discredited or_disgraced.
There is no other class of men
stbjected to the severe and trying
temptations/ that come to the aver-
see office holder. His friends, 'or
thote who put film in office, are eter-
nally after him for favors; the selfish
snd ambitions seek to usc him, and
those with corrupt schemes seek to
corrupt him. The tipplers and the
na•ocbcrs warm up to him, the gamb-
le-s and the harlots court him, and
. 4 nce he begins to go the gaits it is
: . .ouly a matter Of time before his
downfall. Young man, it takes back-
bone to stand your ground and to
.1-1-717;-4 clean hands and a clear con-
.7fi -• •
"mato
s400c
Fdrom the very senate of the United
a -States on down to district constable;
Teo: forces of evil are watching for
the opporomity to usc the public offi-
cer. In Kansas a man left his scat
The republicans of the state held
a pow-wow at Louisville yesterday.
That's about all it will amount to.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
The Rev. Dr. Watson (Ian Mac-
laren) is to remain in this country
until August. lecturing.
Mm'. Th. Blanc Bentzon has been
appointed chevalier of the Legion of
Honor on the nomination of the
French minister of public instruction.
Since 1871 Mme. Bentzon has been
actively engaged in translating into
French some of the best English
no vela.
The report has been revived that
after March 4. ion President Roose-
velt is to make a trip around the
world. The president's friends in
Washington say that if he decides to
make this trip it will not be second
in its glory to that made by Ulysses
S. Grant after he quit the president's
chair.
Daniel C. French and Mrs. Harry
Payne Whitney, who arc actively in-
terested in a proposed exhibition of
American sculpture in New York,
next fall, have decided not to take the
Madison Sentare Garden at S0000 a
day for .34a days and will seek less ex-
pensive quarters.
Some renuhlicaris of Ncw York
state believe that Governor Hughes
'has political aspirations and they try
to substantiate their views in this
matter by calling attention to the fact
that the governor since his inaugura-
tion has attended a number of labor
union recentions and dinners and
fonetions which, as a nrivate citizen,
he would not be likely to take the
trouble to out on 'his hest togs for.
Joshua Pisa of the Isthmus of Pan-
ama and one of the greatest pearl
merchants in the world, is visitino in
Virashington. He owns valuable con-
cessions granted by the Panama gov-
ernment whereby he has almost a
trono4lv of the valuable oyster beds
of thp Pearl Islands, which are situ-
ated in the Pacific ocean, 75 miles
from the Gty of Panama. He ships
his pearls mostly to Paris.
A bandit leader in the Province of
Szchenan informed the inhabitants of
Cherou that a la 
 f 
HALF MILLION
DOLLARS GONE
TREASURER WM. P. WALKER'S
SHORTAGE CONTINUES
TO GROW
Crooked Official Takes $75,000 Be-
longing to Connecticut Baptist
Convention.
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• New Britain, .Conn., .klabruary la.—
i it has been learped tlintihe shortageat the Savinge Bonk of New Britain,through the alleged speyulation of
the missing Treasurer,. Wm. F. Vslal-
ker, may amount to half a million
dollars.
The run on the bank, which started
Monks., continued yesterday. the
corridors of the bank being filled with
men and women when the doors were
thrown open at so o'clock. The ma-
jority of those withdrawing their
savings are foreigners. There was
considerable disorder around the bank
yesterday and an extra force of po-
liceman ...as called to check it. Aboutt
$t7o,000 has already been 'withdrawn.
'At testo o'clock the Savings Bank
of New Britain stopped the payment
of money to depositors. Acting
Treasurer °Werth/vs Made a state-
ment that to protect the interests of
the bank i: was necessary to stop
payme.nt and invoke the ninety days'
clause, which closes the bank with-
out notice for that period el time
ROBED THE CHURCH
Walker Took *lc 000 Bdttegiag 'co
Baptist Convention.
Hartford . Conn. Fehroary
‘'sr'll,arti F. Walker. misaimr
treaserer of the Sivinea Rank of New
Pritain. who is alleged to be resoon-
sible for a Swoon shortage of that
institntinn. mode hag inr03414 intro the
f,rt.nnn fund of the Connecticut Ban-
flat Convention. of whieh he was the
Treasnrer. Was omitively made known
yeaterday as a result of a soesial au-
dit of the tentative reoort of his ac-
count' inatioiteti a week ago. TI,e
co..mmitte %noc+inierl ha the Ban.;.,
soe;et, will ?mire a Frill rearal with;""1
3 few Ow; at 3 ,13•11.1,ne• of the trus-
tee,. President erhornrillorin of the 4,411.
•••Olf Ve‘terft3V that a !erre nuns-
her railroad hrtnel• rilired 44, XI•
Wistlrer's hands are miasion Their
...Arai valve was t" There are
(0/.44' th•lr'a.eS 1,1 th•.3ermints of
-T••••.4,1••• he 0"
aflegieft. hitt the tensteet
74.e. A t asac,...• ',amp in too, wa4rater
ny to tap Newer wart of the f.."•4 in
hi( ext./. ‘,3% hePr• lemt. %re. 1.47•41‘•••
1-.4 noir or *1,e. tt•nit tt•rp41:14etit
n' the Bapti.t denomination in the
"ate
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• PERSONAL MENTION. •
• •
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Mr. and Mrs. Eric Schtille Cas-
eyville Ky., arc visiting Mrs. Miary
Schulle of fioa Kentucky avenue.
Mr. L. B. Whltesides of New York
is in the city.
Mr. Jerry M. Porter of Clinton is
here on business.
Colonel Victor Van de )fale is in
from a drumming trip and hail fine
business this week.
Hon. John T. Moore of LeCenter
arrived here last evening.
Hon. Mac D. Ferguson, the state
railroad commissioner, arrived here
last night from LaCenter.
lacv. J. W. Blackard returned from
Jackson, Tenn., last evening.
Mr., If. E. Butterfield of Newark,
New Jersey, is in the city on busi-
ness.
Misses Mary Smith and Nellie
SeeLy of Mayfield are visiting here.
Miss Ruby Shelton of Mayfield is
visiting 'her cousin, Miss Shelton.
Colonel and Mrs. J. R. Von Cleve,
of Indianapolis. had., and Colonel
and Mrs. James A. Rose of Spring-
field, Ill., will arrive Sunday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Smith. Mr.
Rote is secretary of state of Illinois
and father of Mrs. Smith.
Mrs: Thomas Liggett of Metropolis
and Mrs. Alice Ryder of Memphis
are visiting Mrs. William Fades of
Jefferson street.
COOLIES WILL BE EXCLUDED.
•••••••••••••.-...,.
Washington, Feb.
of foreigners who use their passopr_ts ,
to secure admission to the United
States to the detriment of labor con-
citions in this csauntry is provided for
by an amendment to the immigration
bill agreed on by conferees of the
senate and house yesterday and re-
ported to congress. The amendment
is the result of the demand from the
Pacific coast states for the exclasion
of Japanese coolies, and it is under-
ztood that it will aid in securing an
!understanding between the adminis-
tration and the San Francisco delega-
tion no win Washington conferring
with President Roosevelt.rgebody o bandits •
was aporoiching tthe town. The
people weni out to meet the enemy.
atld_while they were ghsent the bandit
horned the mission c'happel.
H10 RESMNS
THE MAW
REPRESENTATIVE OF MC-
CRACKEN COUNTY IN-
VOLVED IN A SHORT-
AGE..
The Amount of Which Was Said to
Be $600 From Fund of Pris-
oners' Money.
Louis P. Head, the well known
rimer of this city, who for eight
months past was clerk at the Ed-
clyville branch penitentiary, has re-
signed his place, and according to
the Louisville Courier-Journal, will
make that city his home.
Mr. Head is the representative of
McCracken county in thy lower house
of the legislature, and some weeks
Lgo announced for re-election, but in
raw of recent developments and
change of residence, be will doubt-
less not be a candidate.
Some weeks ago a report was cur-
:cut in this city that Head was in-
solved in financial troubles at Eddy-
ville and efforts were made by ir;
prominent' ipoSticians to strai
the matte% but with what success
)12S not been learned. The money
used by Head was said to be from
)se food belonging to the prisoners
v.ho reach there with money on them
or that is sent to OM by friends,
small amounts being -allowed them
periodically from the amount to their
credit, and with which to purchase
tobacco or nick-nacks. The amount
cf the shortage, when discovered by
:he prison commissioners, was about
Roo, which it is said Head proposed
to make good out of his salary and
Pi resign when it had been covered.
1 hc Conner-Journal of yesterday
gives the following account of the
resignation:
"The resignation of L P. Head as
clerk of the Fddyville penitentiary
was accepted yesterday by Harvey
McCutchen and Eli If. Brown, of
the board of prison commissioners tn
session in Louisville. Mr. Head filed
his resignation with the board De-
cember Is, but it was not accepted
until yesterday. He came up to Lou-
isville to meet with the board. His
resignation is effective as soon as his
successo'r is selected and qualifies.
"Mr. Head was a member of the
last session of the !clod:et:re from
Paducah and took an active interest
in legislative matters. lie was one ci
the leaders in union labor legislation
and was appointed a member of the
committee to index a new printing
law to be submitted to the next legis-
lature.
"He will move to Louisville and
go into business.**
446411H10041011140111141411411414441*****
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NEWS IN BRIEF. •
• •
—Miss Annie Fristoe of Folsom-
dale, Graves county, and Mrs. James
M. Rickman of Paducah, were mar-
ried yesterday at Metropolis.
—The county supervisors yester-
day adjourned until Monday when
they begin licanng complaints.
--All members of Evergreen circle.
Woodmen of the World, will meet
at 2 o'clock this afternoon at the
residence of Mrs. Leona Hall of t345
Fouth Ninth to select delegates to
attend the grand lodge session which
will be held here next month.
—At 3 o'clock this afternoon the
Ladles Mite society of the First Bap-
tist church meets with Mrs. Carl
Turner of rourth and Monroe.
—On account of getting .out of
Louisville late, the passenger WI*
due in 21 3:45 o'clock yesterday
morning, did not reach here' until
7:25 a. m.
—The United States government
does not permit mail carriers to work
over eight hours each day, therefore
the Paducah postmen in the after-
noon when the eight -hours were up
had to carry back to the office hun-
dreds of pieces of mall they coukl
not deliver within the prescribed time
on account of the heavy St. Valen-
tine day rush.
.tr
MAY CAUSE
• A MISTRIAL
(Continued from Page One.) '
For this reason he. with representa-
tives of Thaw's counsel, last eight
examined these witnesses, and it was
the opinion of both sides that there
would be an agreement as to what
,they might say on the stand, which
would prevent objections and long
arguments.
The testimony of Dr. Evans, which
was concluded yesterday afternoon,
has laid the foundation for; the intro-
duction of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw's
testimony regarding what she says
In sixty years past the average span Thaw told her regarding other girl'
of life in France has been incAased whose fate at the hands of Stanford
seven years. White was Similar to hers
•
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CLEARANCt SAW
Of Our Entire Stcck of Men'
Boys' and Children's
Suits
Overcoats
AT
Ilett'
312 Broadway
. • 
.
THIS IS TKE EIGHTH -DAY OF TIM 1111001ST CLEAR
AWE BALE OF
•
Pine Clothing
EVER HELD IN PADUCA H. THE PRICES ON ALL.
LINES HAVE BEEN CUT, A ND
Cut) Deep
SUITS
ROUND CUT AND DOUBLE BREASTED IN WORSTEDSI,
CASSIMERES, CHEVIOTS, THIBETS. CLAYS GRAMMES
AND MELTON, MADE IN LATEST STYLES.
I MEN'S $1ISUITS•98 UP
PETS; 69 Cts
411.11111111.11M"- -~':.: 
- --..=•-•••-•-4440044.••••••14
OVERCOATS
BOX EFFECTS AND.LONG AND MEDIUM LENGTHS IN
BLUES, BLACKS AND FANCIES.
Orn. EMen's Overcoats
=I- Bo
48
'UP
s' Overcoats
1 12 ,
- • UP
CRAVENETTE COATS AN D BLUE AND BLACC SUITS IN-
CLUDED IN THIS SALE. NOTHING HAS BEEN RE-
SERVED.
— visor
SHOE SPECIAL SHOE
We have added a tew more:broken
lots of shoes to our
Special Shoe Sale. ft you have not bought a
palr of these celebrated Crossett $4 and. $5
---ihaes you had better do so and save E) no
from $1 to $2,a_pair. tiny last *LAU
 - adimmisigamffamairarshilma
U. G. Cullen etsCo.
INCORPORATED.
312 Broadway
SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY tURCI!ASE
. aarao
.apaiweitosiestiseatvpapaaav ,•, •••••1•-. eitimpw•••••••••
There are many Special new
KATTERJOHN REATSED NEW
TRIAL OF FRIEDMAN emin
things on sale now wrium_
at our store
it It*
31? Ilree4way. - Exclusive Ready-to-Wear
Am* same of the best values are our Children's Coats in Tans,
-
'tea, 111VISTuk Minn or mixtures, formerly worth $5.00 to $8.00
tat are nap byfal sold for ..... . . • ••.••.• OOOOO .$2•63
EVERGREEN CIRCLE
'VALENTINE ilANCE
A LARGE
AWAY
CROWD WHILED
TIME
4 .
'• I
Number of Entertainments Peapack
ed on Account of Death .111 •
Mr,. Berrie Campbell.
• •
Sevireal inuadend ensoyed thy Val-
entine dance given last evening by
Fvergreen circle. ‘Vooduses of the
Yi'orld, at the Central Labor hall on
North Fourth. The merry-makers
remained on the floor until early this
inpreing.
Potwar Paducah's".
Miss Lucia Threes Trigg and Mr.
Falward Gillen of Texarkana. Ark..
were marred Tueiday at that city
where they reside. Mr. Galen is the
former Paducalatin wah the Meehan-
icebstryt barrel factory until a few
years ago when he went to Texa:--
ksna and engaged in the !umber and
furniture business, prospering and
making many friends. He is a fine
met) .viith hosts, oi Paducah frievds.
Affairs Called In. -
On account of the death of Mrs.
Bettie F. Campbell the meeting of
the Entre Nout club for yesterday
afternoon with Miss Ethel Brooks,
was called in. while there has also
been pcgapoited the entertainment in-
tended for tonight by the Church
Ftirnishipi,g society at the First Chris-
tian church. The tickets sold to the
latter hold good for the date on
which it will be given in the neat
week or two.
Church Social. •
1 fine time was had at the Vaien-
tine SOCi21 given last evening icthe
Kentucky avenue Presbyterian eftt-th
by the Junior Endeavor society.
Another Valentine Party.
A large crowd .enjoyed the Valen-
tate party given by the Lone Oak
Methodist church at the residence of
Mrs. Ragsdale of that section.
ICalmophic Club.
The Kalesopiiic club meeting of this
morning with "Miss Elizabeth Sin-
nott of North Ninth itrect has been
called in ort_iptint of the death of
Mrs. Illertie raja 
- .
"If your husband keeping his prom-
ise to 'abstarfn fronv strinkinsr?" asked
Mrs. Wise. "Oh, yes, faithfully," re-
plied firs. Newlywed. "Arue you sure?
It's pretty hard for a man to resist
temptation." "Yes. . but he tells me
he's round a substitute which he eats
whenever he feels tempted to take a
d4nk;,ppd what do you suppose it is?
ctoic iladelphia Press.
A Bad Spell: Senior Partner—
"That pew stentterrapher spells ridku-
lovely." Tun. lor•Partner—"Does she?
Well. if she does. it's about the only.
word she can !veil, as far as my ob-
servation goes."—Somerville Journal.
IWiule 
tatta, mg, heads seems to he going
(complaieingly)-0h, 11111111i-
,
around and round like it had wheels
Ilifipther-Whiet pock have you been
eit1ng?'--2Bostorl 'Transcript.
atseilt -haa'rnet with an acci-
- •!La bad , fracture. docror?
surreal enthueiastl—Bad?
vt Ifestertiful. sir. beaatlighl. Tha
bone is !maker, in no fewer than thir-
teen places.—Tit-Bits.
, No Boren' for raalibt—"Mv dear,-
said . sniffing suenicioosit,
"these revs are nor fresh." "You
roust be mistake,/ dearest." repFed
Mrs. Newed. "The rrocer's • boy
%Inset them this enornimt."
Aft *her uo stuff of his
rither with respect will not beat his
JUST WENT ON
ME WARPATH
JUDGE JOSEPH ROBBINS YESTERDAY OVERRULED MOTION
FOR SECOND HEARING, AND ICATTERJOIEN WILL NOW
TAKE THE MATTER TO THE 4.PPELLATE BENCH—DEED
ORDERED MADE PUTTING PROPERTY IN NAME OF THE
PIEPER HEIRS—THE PADUCAH LUMBER COMPANY FILED
INCORPORATING ARTICLES—SAMUEL J. BILLINGTON EX-
ECUTED NEW DOM AS SUPERINTENDENT OF COUNTY
SCHOOLS—OTHER COURT NEWS.
Judge Joseph Robbins of Mayfield
yesterday overruled the defendant's
motion for new trial of the suit of
Joe Friedman and Max Nalon against
%V illiam Kattcrjohn. Mr. Robbins
came here from Mayfield and sat as
special judge in the Paducah circuit
court in trying the litigation on ac-
Count of the regular judge, W. M.
Reed, being disqualified from sitting
as he was the attorney for the plain-
tifia. On the special judge yesterday
overruling the request for a second
hearing, Mr. Katterjohn's lawyers
took an appeal to the appallate bench
at Frankfort.
Nahm and Friedman had to pay
The Register about Woo on account
of the roof of the sto Broadway
building being torn off while a sec-
ond story woe being put on during
the time ake newspaper occupied the
I. house The paper plant was damaged
by rain and.thei .damages gotten by
FLOE DOYLZ CLAIMS HZ The Register against Nahm and
TRRICAIllallAID AND FLOUR- 'Friedman, who then sued Kitterjoba
, UMW A GUN. Ifor reimbursement, of the amount
- It INahnt and Friedman paid the, paper.
iCatterjohn did Nahrn and Friedman's
work of putting on the second story,About 3°76 Throwing and tore off the roof. Nehm andBricks Through Olaaa Win-
dcrws—Police News. 'Friedman claimed Katterjohn was rai-1 sponsible for the. newspaper being
I upstaged. and the two former got
' jikdgment against the contractor threeThe porice were summoned to a weeks ago for $1,500.house on Clay near Thirteenth last In the suit of Minnie Pieperevening about 8 o'clock by complaint against Adolph Pieper, the masterthat Frank Just, the barber, was out commissioner was directed to makethere raising a racket with a woman a deed for North Thirteenth streetnamed Flossie Doyle. Detective property in Rowlandtown, putting theWiiliam Baker and Roundsman Eno property in name of the Pieper chil-de Gourieux were hurried out, but dten. Henry Pieper died years ago,Jest had gone by the time they got and in winding up his estate thethere. The officers searched for him then master commissioner sold thebut he could not be found. He Is ptoperty, which was bought in by thethe North Fonrth street barber and widow, Minnie Pieper. The lattera married man wih family. He has d:cd later and it develops now thebeau keeping company with Flossie master commissioner never made aDoyle and she Seemed to the offi- deed to her when she bought in theects he wanted her to go some place husband's property, hence the orderwith him and she refused. He snat- to do this now, and place the titalcbed her cloak, and then out at the tit name of the Pieper children.house she charges he floorished his There was filed away, with leave.revolver and ralsed a racket. She in- t.1 reinstate, the litigation of Lanelonn44 the authorial's& 64 would be against Stegar.down to the hall this morning to get The judge directed the sale of somea warrant, charging Just with canoe. property in the action of I). D. Mur-.:fig concealed weapons anti flourish- 1:4Mg a revolver.' 
and others against William
o.4“ ' • •. Hughes.
Boyit Throwing B&W 
erGip Husbands, special master corn-
mission, filed a deed transferringComplaint was lodged with Lieu-tenant Potter last evenisseglist boys
were throwing bricks and rocks thatbroke glass from the windows ofhomes around Fifth and Clark streets.
Police,were sent ;round there butthe kids had skipped out. A similar
complaint was lodged by people outon Clark between N"intb and :Tenthstreets where the lads were indulgintin promiscuous shying of bricks, butthey could not be caught there 
street claims $2,000 life insurance on
ei•her. 
a policy held by her 'husband, during
life, in the Ancient Order of UnitedI Workmen. The case was to have
J. A. Crain was warranted yester- 
! ee ;- Dirt Dropped Off. bn taken up esterday by the court.
day by Officer Albert Senser on the 
The court directed master commis-
accusation of permitting dirt and re- 
s oncr to sell property between Hat-
fnse to fall from his wagon on to the 
ris and Boyd streets in the suit of
street. There is a city law p-ohib- 
G. N. Drewry against Henry Dmilay.
Stephen Enders owned the grounditing people from letting trash fall onto the highways, 
and died in !See leaving it to Jane
Smedley, who died in t888, leaving
1 heirs of George Drewry • and EloiraWant Bloodhounds. D
Joe Wurtih of the Mayfield bot- 
I unlay. The latter died in tftcis and
terms twelve miles from this city, lost 
Drewry now wants the property sold
so the proceeds can be divided be-Berg and contents b fire yes_ tween himself and the Dunlap heirs.tcrday morning at 7:30 Alock. and Ihe telephoned to the police of this Icity after bloodhounds to track theculprits who set fire to the building,but no dogs of this nature were avail-able in this city.
Werth had tons of fine hay in theloft, !so barrels of core, four horses,two buggiesrsand many farming im-plements in the barn. . all of whichwere destroyed, as the building wasa mass of flames by the time thefamily discovered thOilitike... Wurth
was in a distant field* wiStelchig at thetime. Ile had no insurance, and theloss falls reavily, amounting to sev-eral thousand dollars.
CrEiryan for $140 property in the
O'Bryan addition.
Joe and Lizzie Friedman and Brack
Owen ,and wffe 'Soid to John S.
Bleecker, trustee, for $s and other
considerations, property on North
Stcond between Jefferson and Mon-
Gt.
•••
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
Before calling a man a -liar be sureyou arc right—then don't.
It's a poor lawyer who can't con-strue a law in more ways than one.When a clock goes wrong it oughtto be ashamed to face its owner,Today is the time to do things; to-orrowvisstbeikingsto do nothing.M'4 e" people occasionally use hard
words.
A toast—May the best you wish forbe the worst you get.
Minds of too many men are filledwith uselees knowledge.
, The more a mars wants to borrowthe harder he shakes your hand.
• 'When anyone has done you a favorhow enroll it looks the day after.Some men outlive their usefulnessand some others are born withoutany. 
—Chieftgo News
property to Mrs. Bette Buckner in
the suit of Buckner vs. Davis.
Master commissioner Cecil Reed
lodged a deed showing be had sold
Seventh and Adams street property
to Jake Biederman for $3,100 in the
suit of Minnie Pearson against El-
tints Carter.
There was reset for next Monday
the suit where Mrs. William Over-
Transferred Property'.
Property in the Murrell West End
addition has been sold by George C.
Hughes to E.. W. Whittemore for Si
and other considerations and th
deed lodged yesterday for the, coun-
ty clerk to record.
Mrs. S. A. Williams bought from
Mamie Wheeler for $r and other
censiderations property on Guthrie
avenue.,
F. M. McGlathery bought from
George C. Hughes for $1 and other
considerations property in the Mur-
rell addition.
Land in the county was trasferred
by Lee D. Potter to Fred Beyer for
E. W. Whittemore sold to F. M.
McGlathery for $1 and other consid-
ations land in the Murrell 'West End
addition.
M. C. Warren bought from W. C.
Incorporating Articles.
"The Paducah Lumber Company"
filed articles of incorporation with
the county clerk yesterday, capitahz-
lug at $16 000, while $15,000 is the
highest amount of indebtedness al-
lowed by the concern. The incopoea-
tore are the following, together with
the number of shares of stock they
sulecribed to: K. M. L Russell, too
shares; Terrell Fooks, ao shares; D.
W. Fooks, to shares; J. II. Brown,
to shares; W. D. Brown, to shares;
J. II. Gregory, 5 shares; L. M. Gre-
gory, 5 shares. Messrs. Ruisell and
the Fooke are of this city, and the
others of Mayfield. The stock is val-
ued at Iso per share, and the com-
pany will do a general lumber busi-
ness.
State Liquor Licenses.
hiberle liardin of t33 South Sec-
ond street. has sold his saloon to
William Stewart, and the state liquor
I cense yesterday transferred by the
county clerk from old owner to pur-
chaser.
%Virtfrey and Patterson of taa Ken-
tucky avenue, have sold the place
to John Griffin, and the state liquor
license was transferred by the clerk
to the pufehaser.
Superintendent's Bond.
Samuel J. Billington, superinten-
dent of public schools in the county,
yesterday executed his new bond he
is required to furnish each year for
the faithful performance of his du-
ties. He makes the execution to the
county court.
Licensed to Marry.
Walter Williams and Linnie Story
erre granted a license to marry.
• -• INTERESTING BITS.
ift
* PERSON SHOULD
• EAT FOUR POUNDS *
• OF FOOD A DAY *
**************************
•
In Northern Siberia a peculiar toad-
stool, deadly to any other people, is
eaten.
The Syrians chew lumps of arsenic
as big as chestnuts. They say ..it re-
freshes them.
On Christmas day, in a church in
Bloomsbury, London, a clergyman
conducted the service and preached
for about five minutes to an absolute-
ly empty church.
The choir at St.
South End, London,
strike because the sermons are too
b-•ng, arid the strikers have been joined
by the organist, one of the wardens
and a trustee.
Over 100,000 pounds of paper is
used- ;n this county yearly in the
manufasture of cigarettes.
In 1812 people died of the plague
in Constantinople at the rate of to-
000 a week, in all 44,000 perished.
Consula is as lase. ss tl:ste
ted Kingdoms. She has received over
a half million immierants in ten veers
The Salvation Army is established
in fifty-two countries and colonies,
and preaches the gospel in thirty-one
laneuages.
The production of alcohol in France
dininw the season of reoc-roo6 is e
14111 t ed at 70,293,017 gallons. 'Of
this great quantity 84 per cent was
industrial alcohol.
There are, altogether, foreign and
native.25.7c9 persons that are active-
ly engaged in bringing the gospel to
TnitFa, while ten years ago there were
only z6,189—a gain of nearly 60 per
cent.
In the eight years of our occupation
we 'have sold the Philippines about$ to 000,000 worth of American pro-
ducts and manufactures. In the
years prior to t800 we soklfrom$5o,-
000 to $Ros000 worth a year.
Korea is probably more responsive
to missionary efforts than any Ori-
ental country. A Methodist mission-
ary writes: "It is my honest con-
viction had we the proper missionay
force Korea would Ise a christian
nation in five or ten years.
Efforts of a homely girl who trks
to look pretty are often vain.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 14.—Doc-
tor Harvey W. Wiley, chief of the
bureau of chemistry of the depart-
ment of ag-ictature, is authority for
the statement that every man eats
every day, "t per cent of his weight
in di yfoods, and it requires too days
for him to cat 'his own head off."
If a man oats les* he will lose
weight, Dr. Wiley asserts, and if he
cats more he will gain, which will be
good news to the fat, who want to get
thin, and the thin who want to get
fat.
Dr. Wiley adds that every person
should consume four and a half
pounds of liquid food every day, but
in doing the ordinary work of a gov-
ernment clerk this amount is above
the average.
To the house committee on expend-
itures of the department of agricul-
ture Dr. Wiley said yesterday that he
had made an investigation to deter-
mine the best foods for mental labor,
but he believed the general opinion
that particular kinds of foods nour-
ished particular parts of the body was
quite erroneous.
Dr. Wiley told the committee of his.
"boys" in the "poison squad."
"This is the fi•fth year," he said,
"that we have been testing the effect
ern health and digestion of peceerva-
flees, colors and other Ittbstances that,
'have been commonly used is our
foods.
"The young men are first allowed
to eet wholesome foods, and we buy
the best in the market. It is carefully
inspected by myself and analyzod.
They have a preliminary period du:-
Mg which we wary the ration so that
they do not either gain nor Ipee in
weight.
-Then we add a small quantity of
the preservatives, like borax, adding
half a grain a day to their food. They
eat that for ten days. Then we in-
crease it to a grain and then they eat
that for another ten days.
"Nothing is wasted. If they trim
their finger nails they have to bring
ate trimmings to us, or if their hair
I is cut they bring us their hair, so wecsifi keep track of the income and out-
go, juq as you keep a bank account.
In that way we can determine
whether these things disturb the nat-
ucal progress of affairs.
"We keep that up until we male
them ill—until we produce some ef-
fect, a disturbance of sOftle kind.
Then we put them on the old ration
and observe them for ten or fifteen
, days, until they are restored to their
Incieaml condition.
' "Ws reonircs.an enormous amount
of analytical work, and yet it is the
only way in which these great ques-
tions can be answered. You can
theorize about it as much as you like,
but the facts mu et be ascertained be-
fore a final conclusion.
JAWBREAKERS IN A CLASIi.
Paul's church,
has gone on a
Greek Bootblacks Rove Trouble, But
Their Names Cause More.
Cleveland, Feb. 14.—Just imagine
Court Officer Bill Halloran calling
George Ruppralichputija to stand up
in police court to answer to a charge
of acsault and batter. .
If you can, just contemplate at the
same time Prosecutor Levine saying:
ereeseiteorrelfehvon. tell the court
just how it 'happened."
Eli Potts newly fell over from th
shock when Rappralichoutiia told hi
big name &trimg the hooving process
Patrolman Brenner, to whom the war
rant was given to serve. took a chant
When he found .a Greek answering
Georaitsorralfebyon'a description o
Thermeatiehontila and arrested h
without ;r •eir'ng 1 ;one, 'What'
the me" e a- s
Accordi"s t tcorralfgbysin'
afgelavit. Rappealichpuroa struck hi
twice. Also, he threatened to kill hi
if he stayed in Cleveland later than
March I.
Georeitsorralfgbvort and Ramiro
licheitoija are rival shoe shiners
r.eorgiteorralfgbvon says their trou-
ble (sorted when he beat Raeoralic
notiia to a choke location in an East
Ninth street- barber shop.
Geoevitsorralfebvon is stooped-
shouldered, not from- the weieht o
the name he has carried around for
twentv-eileht years. He says it'
from bereliner over his •ustomer'
shoes. Rapprabehoutiia is still a
erect as a sapling—but he is tour
years yorterger.
Lead;ng Japanese merchants an
canitalists have, established a marin
insurance company with a capital o
$2,500.ono. to be increased to $5.000.
000. This is to take advantage of th
increase of Japanese merchant ton
nage from 16o,000 tor,000,oco sine
the war.
-Lorin inonrtnrInstruertriru utrinstruts
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream
•
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves bias-
fishes caused by the cold k
winds. 2
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
p AFTER SHAVING t
g For Sale ottly at.
BACON'S g
DRUG STORE I
rtnrtnnrinnrtnnruartn.nrustinetnitiasie.
•••••••+++•*••••
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POPULAR WANTS. •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • *
WANTED—A young lady that lima
LAU SUIIIC cApc-I$cis‘c IS 4,... v. ..-....0.11. At
Address lock box S. $.
LOST—A gold ,zetikli.,atad hi:
monogram S. B. L...,Whol.h. Laiegal
reward. Return to B15" Jefferson SIL.
-.1tr , ,-" t b.: •
- Will build to' atak ._W•qaot Soak
West corner Aratai.ft- aye ase
Fourth street. Moat Rr.'ouataistg Mr-
tail corner in Paducah.
Geo. C. Hughe.4.0id Phone r.
FOR SALE—Drag itto' ine;,stock awl
show cases at a bargain.. Apply aa
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and peon-
lag garments go to Solomon the lea-
or, Ili South ThInti St. Two 'plasma-
-
FOR RENT—New brick home
eat 1 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by mouth or.
year. Apply J. B. HALL.
WHITTEM-ORE REAL ESTATE!
AGENCY Fraternity Lupo:lint-
FO R RENT—Elegant flats. Sri"
euth and Broadway. Apply to Etta&
Scott
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
kble-bodied unmarried men betimes
ages of 11 and as; citizens of Uslitill
State, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, mai
English. For iafornmilissand write
apply to Recruiting Officer. Mos
Richuiand House, Paducah. K.
.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematireand
audit hooks by the day, week or sist
lob. Terms rea..onable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., !IS Fro
ternity building.
tdiar W. Whittemore
r•
rt% -
. . , • .
- .. , ,#!;::... •). .... ,,47k .1..:
'A ' •
RP1/4-.! state Agency
, Paducah Real Notate. Western Zen-
, tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Its.--
- went Lots for Investment. Weems
- Real EstateKentucky Journal sod
, Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Builds.
' EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE. %ha.
. cab, Xy.
8
BILL INN PARLIAMENT TO
BAR OUT CANNED GOOMIL
London, Feb. 14.---I11 accordance
with Ifis promise made during eke
last session of Parliament., in dbe
curse of the discussion on the wili-
ject of the importation of causal
. goods, John Burns, president of ellic
/oral government board, today Ones-
house-ofduced a bill in the co.-
. 
enabling the board of trade to soli-
, 
tute snore stringent regulations ISO
. the "prevention of the danger exidINC
to the public 'health front the impair--
' tation, preparation, storage and free
1 tiibution of articles of food."
"Abstemious" and "facetious' ana
• the only words in english haying...is
! vowels in their order. , .
•
We are all equals when we set
asleep.-..-Don Quixote.
Best Kentucky and illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Wmaitehall and Agatite Cement")
"'IS KING OF/CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones: Old 960, New 245i - ,Thirteenth and Adams Str
ss.
.•••••••••.. •••••••
rA1114-OF A VETERAN"INIMPOISSIONP• .4~4 ......441■011111.1111011.
 ,e444•••••••••••••
PIN THE PICTURES.
•
People
Say
OUR PER.FUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from tie. You'll
say ,there is a great differerge.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know haw to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes- Our knowledge
of these reqtdsitee is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that bays not detonated since
corning into our posaesSion.
1. N. Ocifischiamer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
a
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
MO.
because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
Tie buttou holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seta is aim
Mg.
No other like it in West Mere
tacky. Satisfy yourself by
sending as your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone soo
A S DABNY?
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. et; R
_
NOTICE
Hitikut Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Hey anything and sell everything"
segue° Court Street. Old Phone
r*riA.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC
TION.
I
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRALS
lIVCO'DRA '
s 306 a gra/. Day and Night
_atatclanc School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion act of Paducah.
For the Round Trip ti38,00 Tennessee river& retur'
It is a trip of pleasure, condos
and rest; good service, good tabl
000d rooms, etc. Beate leave ea&
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Von other information apply to Pis
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
brown, :gest
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
got Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 198 Red.
IPADUCAIL KENTUCKI
MY G. IL. 2103TECEOFT. 1
A TIDAL POWER
-PLANT.
• •PEOPLE WHO "BUTT 7,1- WHEN seubmieiwieseembe........"
CAMERA IS 
-
I 
WORMING.
his A plant for compressing air by the4 kiwi" among acquaintances; his in 
place et the retxtrban ball, *here ha ' 
log Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless. transmitted a considerabie diseauce
ton. The compressed air is to be
flow of sea-w-ater between large tidal
the Mame coast near South Thomas-
basins is to be buik this spring on
temples called him "T. T." Thus does
friendship amid to lengerity. And to. likeness Carefully Arranged by Nov.
I Mao the eobriquet were not inappro-
priate, lie felt enibarrattaistgly out of ,
arm met her. She seemed Meat be through pipes and useed to operate. ,
ertiderindlY beautiful to the tall, Guy "Our work Is sometimes seriously quarry machinery, trolley roads and
Math, so he leaned agalwat • pillar, . Interfered with by the buttinekts, sae factories. The working of tin* Pleat
his moist hands clasped behind him. then Main there aro times when tilde will be watched with interest by cngi- i
That night Cupid was la form; no so> slamming La helps us," said the mate neers. for although "tide-mills" are as
ind shaft was needed. agar of a moving picture concern. whit old as history, attempts to utilize tidal
Aftar weeks of enduing gaereetag b. miaow frames ar, taa incidents and energy on a large scale have not met
met her again. with a patience supervises the taking of the pictures with success. William 0. Webber,
worthy or the best of causes he bad "It ts imposaible to guard agatert the the designer, writes of the forthcom-
tried to end her unaided. But he only folks with the butting-in hem, for ing attempt as follows in Engineering
enew her as the most beautiful girl , when they see anytatng unusual corn- News (New York) as abstracted in
in London; so his quest was • trifle ; lag off on the street or in any public) The Engineering Magazine (Jan-
delimit At length, with many blushes, I place their natural busybody Instinct
be turned to the friend who Led arse i fakes hold of them, and tbey're bound
Introduced them and promptly secured ' eo nudge up and take a hand la the
a clew. proviedings.
"Ob. she's In • tea step eoniewbers 'Over la Trenton a few weeks ago
be the city!" I teed up a horsewhipping wane.
Then he began a course of teas and The first part of the sea was eaay
lunettes eateading over a wide area. enough to girt It was a scene Is Il
Paine yet pursuing. he sat down on.
spring evening at one of the tamilias
epodes et marble-topped tables, and
treat behind him there approached the
white-capped vestal who served that
particolar altar.
"Good evening, Mr. Tosakins! What
may I mat your
Tea, It wan she; and be could only
gasp and steamer.
"Cdt. Inas Ball! Hew delighted I am
to see you again! I've been wondering
If I ever should. In fact, l'oe been
looking for you everywhere!"
"Have you, really? Hew nice!"
"Tel that's lust hew I feel! Oeed
heavens, I think you leek better Is
black than anythteg!" .
"Don't be silly! Shalt I get yea some
tear
"Tea? Oh. yes! I hadn't tbougbill
of that. Of course. tea and toast"
Thus began an evolution In tattiest"
that was both swift sad teteresetag to
the esiookers, and or eery Importasoe
as at least one of those case-trued.
Beery evening be came and eanh Maw
stayed loneer. Rut aiways sad hely
be tea.
"Why don't yen tome to e. e!" she
asked him one day
"Oh. I can't very well!"
"Rot It isn't far from your (glee!"
"Oh. no; quite near! About doe
minu(es walk.*
"I suppose you like somewhere else
better. Tiget's Is only good enough
for tea? I me!"
"Really. no! It's not that at We
"I suppose you do have lunch?"
"Oh, regutallel"
'Well, come here. We have very
nice joints and Mega, and this table
Islet always full. That is, of course, if
you ear* for me to wait upon you!"
Poor Tomkins! That look and a
piece of main nearly finished Wu. He
had to clasp her band before be could
reply.
"Winale, you knew its not that"
"Well. why don't you come?"
And her erne* defied him to give a
sensible rea4c II.
"Look hero.- he answered, "yea
come off ear:). to morrow night, don't
yon'?"
"Tea"
'Mort me at the corner of Chancery
lane and let us go for a walk beget)).
em'? Do, Winnle." he continued ia a
whisper. "then I'll tell you why I
don't come to lunch."
She bad never been to Hampstead
Heath before, and It had been specially
arranged ter her to get a good impres
eon of it that evening. Who would
dream she was a waitress, thought
Tomkins as he stepped proudly along
at her side. trembling every time their
elbows tonebed? She seemed to his
Imagination a goddess in modern garb,
escaped from the fragrant wood that
loomed before them in the spring toe
light.
"I premised to tell you—"
"To tell von--about- why, I mean, I
lont come to lunette"
If you had rather not, you
know. It doern't :natter in the least."
"But I want te. Shall we sit down?"
The kindly shadows veiled their rest-
ing place and only the spring breeze
baste.
"I've alleare been a queer fel'ow. I
believe," he began, "serious and shy;
what some claps can 'goody-goody.'
I'm not really, you know. I'm very
fond of sport and do a lot of cycling."
"I love cycling!" she Interpolated.
"I'M what they call a fellow with no
Ions. I eupome It's because I read
s good den!. And I belioe we don't
feed properly."
"What do you mean!"
"That is—I mean—we ought to eat
more fruit and nuts and that sort of
.hing. In feet, I'm a vegetarian.
end—"
But ber'silvery laugh cut sort his
?xplanatIon.
"Oh, Jack, you silly boy! Is that
all? What rubbisht But I am glad!
I was afraid--"
I He was known as 'Thoughtful Tome
"Whet? "What ware you afraid of,
Minnie?"
"I was afraid—it—was
else."
"Oh. Winniel
Never "
Mg arm sto:e round
drew her toward him.
were tightly clasped.
Ups were perfect.
Keit day she triumphantly plaited
MCorp him a full man's portion ef
"mast beet and Yorkshire" The ceer•
%shed theory was exploded. Adam had
elteeumbed.—Loadea Opinion.
Sortie
some
On •
one
elsel
her waist and
Their heads
APIL —yes, her
?MOM • 'Betake.
Sho---Soue PeoPitt Vet t 017&41 MI&
MM. of °then
1100---Yeet Nate the salisteter who got •
Ifilm us--Chlcagv
restaurant In which a pretty girl,
seated at a table a Itttle dimities away
from another table at which a troll."
some man with a tiomely wife Is (Lo-
tus. falls to making goo-goo eyes al
the man.
"The ascend scow, in which I IU%
ranged to have the aorgewhippiag take
place, took place outside the restos
rant. We'd got police permission to
take the pteturea, sad I had two et
three ass stationed la front of the
reataaraa( to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was In
°regrow
"When everythtng was all est ante
the niachise was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the face and shoulders of the flirt*
tem:* girl--the lash looked like rattan,
but it was a phony, and didn't trin
at all—our troubles began
"PIM a big rannigan of a teas
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by hes lash-wielding arm.
bawling that be didn't believe In see
mg no woman stinging another wom-
an like that, and that queered embe set
of !lima The machine had to be
stopped while the big With/ski was
/wing Informed that the thing was
arly a tableau, end that be didn't
belong to the picture.
-He took the gibes of the crowd sour
ty, at that, and looked to be in so
tench of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I had to get a cop to walk
bee down the street.
'When we got all set tiee in and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once moot going on a scrawny
betchet faced woman, who had Just
leined the outer circle of the crowd.
at d who wasn't up to what was emp-
ire off. mewl Into the scene with •
shriek, grabbed my two acting 'remelt
by the hair, and emitted In to rough
bonne them bet!' for their Indecency
In fighting on the street,' WI she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
Stopped agate.
"The incident as I bad framed it
es didn't call for anything like that
had It arranged that after the whip
p'eg bad proceeded for a space the
rtity husband of the homely wits
wits to rush in and attempt to eep
crate the two women, when his wits
wee to turn on him with the lash. eau*
Mg him to skiddoo down the etre.'
The girl with the goo-goo eyes was to
seize the whip from the other wens
en's hands and 'ert In to get lamb
for the euttin• she'd received, the
scene ending v, that way."
CETHRONHVG OF ALCOHOL
Bsing Brought About by the More
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
--
Another potent factor in the detbren
lag of alcohol has been the spirit ce
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter, In Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have bees
carefully studying the effects of alas
belie liquors upon the various organs
of the body. and, although they differ Is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result Is that those physicians who have
moat closely followed these thvesttga
Vona have, almost or entirely, ablure4
alcoholics as a necessary part of tbeit
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced manj
that the nourishing and etrengthenins
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol.
les existed only in the Imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which had
no facilities for aecurate observation
The food qealities of the grains toad
fruits, it Is now balloted by many au-
thorities. are destroyed in the process oh
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are dented by many, who class It among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as igSr. and 1687 vent
eon was as cheap as beef in the fall
the choicest cents serene for 121te cents
a pound, while wild torkeys could be
bad for '7$ cents each when three oir
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
er wild geese were bard to get rid of.
as no one Irked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so good
as now, and the fish were nearly all
perch et cat. The fine herd of 206
bead of deer In Uncle Joe Leeflie deer
park came from a pair be caught in
the early days and penned up la a
pasture lot.—Anthony Itepubtlean.
Otinge Salt Naiishes.
Along the central par. of the Cow
river, there are a number of nit
marshes. lb* Africans dig shallew
boleti In them.. whence Wane streams
ed itleet %stitch, an befog *eve
Sc'..is.e.‘ez • t. _
nary):
"Careful experiments upon a large
warking model, erected at South
Thomaeton last summer, have fully
demonstrated the peculiar application
necessary for the utilization of the
flow between large tidal basins and
the ocean.
' "At South Thomaston there is a
tidal basin with an area of sligettey
over a square mile, or 64o acres. The
average rise and fall of the tide at
this point is za feet. This would,
therehre, realize about 5,000 horse-
power on the beset of eo per cent effi-
ciency of the compressing apparatus,
which ehould be easily obtained, as
the tests of other plants . . . have
given much higher efficiencies. . . .
"Ait Rockland, Me., there is side:
dent market for the available power
in the stone and lime quarries and'
factories of the country eithin a 30-
nsile radius. Contrary to the usually
preconceived notions, it is practicable
to transmit conapreesed air through
pipes, long dietanees, with compara-
tively sliisht looses. It has been dem-
onstrated by the Popp system. in
Paris, that the leakage is very slight,
and the four years' experience at Nor-
wich. Com., shows the leakage to be
nil. Hydraulically compressed air
tieing a perfectiy dry gas. the In,:
lima) TeSist3nCe. in good, smooth-
comet(' trine. is remarkably low, and
velocities of so to yo feet a second
are admissable. The cost of pipe-line'
is not so greatly in excess of electri-
cal transmission lines, when the cost
of step-up and step-down transform'
ere, etc., is taken into consideration.
'There are many tidal baeins along
the coasts of the temperate zone', be-
tween the meth and wilt parallels of
latitude, vieueli art. commercially capa-
tee of de%rlopitig in this menner an
unfailing bounce power. Moreover,
this source of power has no dry sea-
son in the summer, and the cutting off
O f forests dote not affect it. This
power can he made asailable many
miles inland from the shore at com-
oaratively low colts, and, with the
seigle exception of fighting. can be
turned into useful work in direct com-
petition with electrical power."
AMERICAN WIT IN RETORT.
t Fredrick J. Haskin
in Nashville Banner.
eft-. eVilliam Shakespeare. who (e. l-
ined our English-speaking conversa-
tional laws, made his admirably wise
fool Touchstone divide the more or
less pleasant custom of giving one's
adversary the lie into seven classes,
ranging him the Retort Courteous to
the Lie Direct. The field of politics
is nsore prolific in famous instances
of retain than any other. The rules
of parliament which govern deliberate
bodies, controlling to an extent the
conduct of political debatasee have
eliminated but onc of Touchstone's
seven classes, and that is the Lie
Direct The Retort Courteous. the
Quip Modest. the Reply Churlish. thc
Reproof Valiant. the Countercheck
Quarrelsome and the Lie Circtutretan-
fiat, still live and thrive in America
as in England.
An 'illustration of the nimble and
caustic wit of Alexander II. Stephen.,
of Georgia, in senatorial debate, oc-
curred on the floor of the eenate dur-
ing a heated argument with Robert
Toombs, also of Georgia. Stephens,
although possessed Of one of the most
powerful brains of hia time, was lame
anti had a wizened little body.
Toombs was one of the largest men
in the senate, and was of a bluster-
ing. sputtering type. He had argued
with Stephens until he was hoarse,
and became so exasperated that he
threatened to fight. However, con-
sideration of the size of his opponent
deterred him, and turning he said: "I
won't geht you. but I could swallow
you whole." Stephens quickly retor-
cd: "if you did you would have more
brains in yotw stomach than you ever
had in your bead."
Gem Charles H. Grosvenor is the
hero .:1 a hundred wordy battles in
the house. He has a luxurious snow-
white beard and a caustic tongue. One
day William D. Vandiver. now insur-
ance commissioner of Missouri,
launched into a furious attack upon
"the gentleman from Ohio," and
Champ Clark innocently inquired:
"Which gentlornan from Ohio?" The
Missourian ehook his finger at Gen.
GrostPenor and 'eplied: "I mean the
gentleman from Ohio who looks like
Santa
. 
Claus and talks like satin."
Geosrenore white with rage, shouted
back: "But my picture has never
served as a warning on poison pots in
pharmacies" This wa,i a stinger, be-
catise. 'Vandiver had such a thin face
and bony frame that he had been
nick-named "skull and crossbones."
The late Senator Ingalls, of Kan-
sas, th irrideeeent orator. was attack-
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c••el. two federal geueralJi of the rivil
eear Abu were efterwarde dem/a-retie
ceneiletes for tat- pet: Scsia
tor Blackburn. of Kentucky, arose and
int, folioed with :he Reproof Valiant
"When Gen Geotge it. McClellan Y. as
It eding the ammo of cuontry, and
when (en. Winfield Scott lieeterick
ueunded by Ate earns) e. bullets
under the tiag of his eetnitry. the Sen.
ater from Kansas. in the capacity id:
judge advocate general. was prosecut-
ing reg.-combatant J as ha u hers 14.r
robbing ben roosts."
In the old days when parliamentary
restrictions tscre leos binding on the
ragging stump, Tom Marshall am!
eee Graves were rival eandidates for
collates, in the Blue Grain region of
leentitchy. Marshall was an aristocrat
tireves was the son of a cooper. and
he wee alvrev% making an apoeel
the "a,cpul" by boasting of the hum-
ble occupation of his father. Mar'. 
shallfound it was hurting his chances
and he decided to stop it by Counter-
check Quarrelsome. In reply to
Gravel he said: "My opponent boasts
of the humble calling of his father.
For aught I know his father may
have been a good cooper. hut it is
easy to see that he put gmighty poor
head on this whisky barrel." clapping
his hand on Graves' head.
,The late Thomas B. Reed was a
master of all degrees of retort. Once
when Jerry Simpson, the sockless
poputist from Kansas, made a speech
claimiog that the house had ily soabe
action violated the conetitution, the
speaker overruled him, and was, up-
held by the house. Mr. Simpson then
arose and solemnly inquire.? of the
chair: "Where am I at?" Mr. Reed
ccathingly retorted: "Nn moral man
could possibly divine the answer to
seeh a baffling question."
leinkfeept diiine grace arid exSenet the
ivhnle plan of salvatereee
*Etymology ler Wotan.
-nreir• 
-ter said and dame her elate
eie. ;me the grate. Swishing their
!elk •kirts, the others tamed from the
club window with inquiring hooks
'Bah!" %he 'aid again. "Can we wo-
men oever be rid of the shackles ek.i.
inset has been loading on us ever
since the cave bear's ea) Gall, I've
been reading etymology, and do you
know what I've found out? I have
found out that our very titles of honor
are but the badges et eter senitude.
"Lady, for instance. says my ety-
misiogy. means sone who waits A
lady is a female who waits at table
while a man gorge's ttinsself.
means a wearer. The see is
the unman who weaves her hiabanire
and chikiretes clothes.
"Splatter is a spinner—a girl who
remit spin a lifetime's- supply of been
before any man will take her at he
old folks' hands. 
.
"We eon't need mere slielheig re
term. We need limed reform I.e4
some Reinsevelt rio- 'and abolisothe
worde lady. spin stem' and wile front .
e OPthe language, and let suitable sulati
tutes for them be lave:lied-
"heir, liter!" rose a siseraen
:horns.
4)
11`
tie *lie sleeps much learn. little.
Spattish 
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leivirydetaii, and
let* haserzetagerettthe pul e
n r4orarer rag gireene.
1414% are of the asinine
most clearly eat soya
work thab les been
result tint/we been ebed.
gialnew isent?titaaIn every t buenicSal w.°4 rig, t
:MI; al* ora rid to meetthe a goo sumer e tie et awhiett Emote or popularphilotteral lteneledea itny 'muumuu%
--hitt the it, witi haiktiveresatai rte.]. •It le perhoma neediest to add that we tete,to the dictieeery in our judicial work as ofthe klibist litieberIty to acoureeyec delete
igt sad •taat is the tutinesaretwolthoorste Stbe the scenes of eoaoustt
MAI= C. tempo, Arise 4
'MO• IVISMCI WVI. •1,..•• J. a
s.
/saga 1
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Thu WON alloralladla Mir
entailing pa" alsafra. •
O. 11# O. 1183111tANI OO
ire Gmn. McCIellen and Gen. Sliassaalai. •
One of the hest votaries in history
occurred when Pamon Browolow was
war governor of Tennessee. On one
of his journeys ihe attended service et
a small lefethodiet chinch in the upper
part of the state. The parson was a
devout Methodist'. and seldom ,al-
lowed 1:is rancor to inter-
fere u •!1 'he eluirity of his religious
faith, On this occasion, being a visit
ing clergymati. he wee placed in the
"amen corner." near the pulpit. The
local minister was as ardently demo-
cratic in his views as Governor Brown
low was republican. • In the prayer
which folioated the lengthy sermon
the minister began to call on the Lord
for grace for his favorites. "God
bless Felix Grundy," he began. Far-
icon Brownlow moved uneasily in his
scat, but responded with a conscien-
tious "Amen." "God bless Robert
tee." continued' the preacher. A
fainter "Amen" from Parson Browri-
16w. "God bless the whole demo-
eratic party," cried the preacher, wax-
in in fervor he progressed, Tide
eves too much for the governor. With
.me bound he was en his feet, and
eh etre r g "GNI frirhiell it would SinNoritt 0. am*
'
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friLOOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL
artlatie structure at asap that
the gionikeoper wao building only
hefted a few dozen cakes at comple
belt. Bat that necessitated the open-
ing at a new box, sad the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on M.
WM. Wont to the back room atter
ths gold chisel. At that moment liud
Joel. entered the store sad, with a
Maybes glance sod grin at Washing.
io 1111100ook„ pulled ort the key oaks
oft AO arab and tied„ wheooing with
Oletiala at the rail that strewed Us•
ilonillpr and the floor.
MO too doggoaes bad, Ruts." said
Iligsgeolo osheolingly, lo the Mom
beggar. "I don't reckon Ito knowoll
OM Med bees sol sterols' Ws' it
us. 84 OM shoved he'd bore • little
seat with yoa. There Mal so real
MOM la Had an' ormain novae dome
ems pod to woody, whew."
lite don't came to be hung I miss
rosy getees." ash the eterakseasrt
°TM that blOW;* Xameleols.
-141 =kW mite • soul lidertaar.
MIS flee yeas a ollimat So males If
SIM Mart bother deensay lama you
beftSeitiny. if be boast bees asloserod
3 S he aught have Mid yes how to
bad lisp agata. No stele, you coal
Misr tad what • boy Is goSs' to tans
eat Mr oast hi. raisin' Is gots' to
1Niv MIL dem besse of ilesietal
611101111111yr
011110. Mir I tisal mat to, replied
gitteelseeper as he SIM alp Pk*
esp lb* esattand @sap.
wen don't haste ascii you do bear
about his: said Ilafterscis equably.
"Tho probly %Mak be's a seer bread
• pnomes. hat he alal. WS a pies-
YAMS otttssa. ta I reesembee the Mess
whim It was tbs *plebs that
hod arver amount to a hill o' Deena.
kmas to worth • teauess lot MO
e' boys 'Lk. Gos Seebberly Wier 11s.
as' Goo owls& a right it ci real
metal% is Sao Trassalbso as' draws •
earry thee 'ad make your am*
sesaut. lister be mania' armed bare
toot right in this voompe."
'Ii'. the smart awe whet gill eat
at 111." esmarked ths stoeshaspee.
'Vas wasa't mart." said liaacock.
'Rs was about as weary as' trills' •
boy as seer glahasaied a toad mother's
Most_ He waaal soosigh at an Wit
to pet to the state whoa, but be
stkilst Saab muck at It. K. was as
homely as • mud teams as' as hay as
-as Morro Panoaa. there. Ws sooth-
er jest Imo' kiln out o' 11C11001 an'
dIdol do • stages hem' thtng but feed
him tip an' make over lion-'speolailY
Laud Mel up. He was bog tat. Didn't
de but sat as' steep. Nobody
blamed bim, either, tor MIs tscubberty
was • little the best cook that ever
Itielr the breath o' Me la talsaoura.
"Mho was a widder woman an' Ooe
port was all the young ons abs bad.
ileabberly left her a good harm an
ales sold It an' bought mortgages an'
Med in tows She took a notloa that
Clea was dallidt ea' Wasn't likely to
Ike long an' sire hardly let him as,
ad her sight.
"Well. as I was mots', Mis' Scab-
Wetly was a No. 1 eook. She could
make wallies that Ned jest melt la
your mouth an' make pies that if
MI emit tasted 'ems you'd never feel
IffS•t Ilstlaffed with pie over after, an
she'd take herbs ea' Swrorin's so'
assaoain's an' do Wade to eblekelee
as' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream coeud be done to
'eta. SU made a little garden out
back at the house an' raised all maw
sir of garden truok an' she was all
the time looktn' aroond In tbe stores
for 'labia' good or studyin' up re
celpts In the paper for earth's' now
that she reckoned Watt tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
et to be delikit. His Tittles bad to
be about jest so for Wm to cat 'ear
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too notch flavorin'
La 'Lather an' too little Is tortilla' else
You never peen isetitia' like it. An'
all the lime folks was Win' whet
would become o' Gosport when he
gnawed up, him never doh' a lick or
Nettle' any sense or gumption. They
Italy got to taikin' to tbooridder about
It. as' they did get her sorter 'thawed.
so she planked an' skimped lestreall
to lay up a little money for Gos. But
ebe &Mal skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an
muses moren ever, an' worked bar
dent ever in the garden.
"Flail when (os was giblet 'O.) years
old she giro up en' died.'
"What did the boy do then?" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a place to
board." said Hancock. "She'd left hire
ciost on to $10,000, an' he tried to
boy within' to eat with it Jut there
wasn't nothin' in tow* fit so be took
a steamer one day as went down the
elver. We all 'lowed he'd be back su
a year broke en' reody for plain hog
an' hominy, but he wasn't."
'Speculated Nelth tbe $10,0007
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Lianoack. "Ile &peal
It all an' thew got a stood job. Wes.
sedans Stevens came back (von. San
lers.nciseo an' said he seen Gosport
there. He was taster for a big tea
house. They said he had the Murat
palate in the while trade. He's still
Deakin' money cos that palate, Ornery,
tat an' lazy an' 'currant as ever, but
be's makin' big money." .
"The old lady done well' by him,
after all, then," commented the store
_limper. "He'd probly have been on
set ionsety if she .hadn't tdgaroated
-
his pasate."
"I don't know," raid lisineork,
thoughoully. "He might have dune
Lovable will keepla• stare."--4.lisicagg
&Ulf NOM
HIS THEORY TESTED.
"Did you take la the tam:Volsci lee
WM over to Wanahope Branch?" asked
Lb. stosekeeper Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me It was a powerful flue
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy buskin'
out my corn to take in temp'runce
:ores." •
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing In the senpsus
of a carrot which be had take* from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
tine lecture, as Rufe says, but it was
citecouragin' to a man %hoot hellish'
ham any. Reason don't fosse • feller
If liquor gets bolt on him. It it did
the nunsellere would have bad to ewes
up long ago. You've got to reform •
feller la one of two ways-religion or
main strialh an' awhardasso That
was Doodahs Walker's theory an' to
had a right smart o' success. 'Heather
Lb. dovish? He was the goldaradest
twoillated, rawboned sts-toototwo
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense 1 star
asap stepped ap in Macb beaadoloth.
"Wall, leSe sveinta' he "as down to
Tullio India' as' he sem Loss Ilnua•
am* espoils' Use alley back se Grip-
pen's slam, with the rain dripping
down on ttlar from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was Jost about the
orneriest inls'able low-down so-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the dominle Mood then as
the rain koala' at hiss • while *if
• ho sop: ;Thom', a arta sow
where lb that Wm.
bring it out, an' main alveo'th an' awk-
wardases may do It. llalilyer aisalliters
kewraater"--that's Greek toe as. ball
drives cat soothes:
"He had a little spring wawa he'd
drove to tbwn La an' be basks the wall-
en up in the alley as' heaves Hoes us
an' drives eir With Mao WItent Moen
woke up be towed himself VW on •
heap o' strait la the donslnisrs Miro
an he was Ione Verised. After •
Taltile he got up an' tried to open the
eoor to peek oat,. He didn't weal to
iso'snonen peek out because he
wasn't dressed for cosup'ny. All the
emetnme he had was a bone blaaket
that was lyin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He bags.
to holler but nobody oame. Then be
pouoded on the dean with the boodle
of a bay fork an' soddenly the door
'pried an' the dominie walked la.
"He didn't take no notice o' Moss-
lust barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' bona.
"'Where's my eke's, an' what dye
mean by lockin" me up in your coa•
versed ol' born? says Moss,
"Donrinle Walker never said • word
an' Hose started for the door. He
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
whoa the domlnle caught him by the
cock an' threw him down on tbe straw
Het started up tightin' mad an' the
duminie jest kaocked him down again
LtitInt say bottain' only Rot landed him
on the jaw an' down he went Then
Hoes begun to cry an' beg to be let
out. The dominie didn't say nothin'-
Just finished feedin' his boas an' weal
out. After a while Mom got nary
thirsty, an' yelled for water WV pound-
ed the door. Back comes the domlnle
with a Om an' a bowl of oatmeal as'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an
roes out. Mose took a long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
° 'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
be says.
I "It must have been clost to nom as
he felt sorter holler. He took a spoon•
Vol of the oatmeal, tested it, an' thee
went to work an' cleaned out the bowL
'First time lever it oatmeal an' whis-
ky.' he sayr. smilln' haptoly; Tv•
I struck it Met.'
"He rolled up In the blanket an' went
to sleep again. -Bout supper time in
games the dominie with • plate o'
bread as' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
ea to als hose an' went out 'thout say-
in' a word, leavin' the grub behind.
After a while Hose got up an' sampled
It an' blame if both the brood an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way It went right
along. Never a word was said to him,
an' everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
dominie wouldn't speak to him an'
fought, but all he got by that was a
lickin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to hirr for a time, but pretty soon
got sort o' tired of it Then he got
plum sick of It an' finly the smell of,
It turned his stummuck au' he began
to stop eatin' altogether. Then the
donsinio gave him plain food for a
while 111&' then the first thing he knee
he'd be getting whisky again.
"'For heaven's sake, de-minis,' says
Hose for the hundredth time, 'quit gly.
In' me that blame 11.QUOr. I'm clear
turned 'gin it. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say authlal I
don't care what it is, but say 'otitis!'
-The dorninie didn't answer hlo
then, but the next mornin' he came in
with a shirt an' hat an' shoes an'
overalls. 'Put them on, Moses,' ha
says, 'an' then you can come out with
me an' help me hill-up the corn. Bu
don't try to get away and dent hold
no converse with nobody, for as sure.
as you do you gd back on whisky diet
an' Ill break every bone in your body.
"Moses went out an' hilled torn
along with the dominie. Then they put
up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an
dug cellar an' wo:ked along all through
that summer.
"Along in the fall the dam mu die
eharged him, cpred. •
"An' then h6 turned around an' sued
the doutfrite for five moods.' wages. an'
the boys got together and gave him a
ride on a nice threc-cornrred fence
nil. He never went to Within' again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the stars
keeper. "That wto one way."
"Yes-math strength an' awkward
sass," said Hs dank. "The other
didn't taks."b-Chltiego Daily Nowa.
The Popular Nowell't
n hear you are at work on a --
attest"
"Yes."
"tt'ho is to bring It out?"
"I don't know yet. The highem
bonus I have been offered to tai I
$70,4)00, and unless the, publishers
;how an laceuation to be more liberal
may burn it. I can't afford io
beapen my work in the estimation of
be public."-Chicago itecord-Herald.
Die gusting istulousty.
"Well, we., aa.. m,h. disguatert
pollUvean. throwteg down his paper.
'They've gone aoo eon:ousted Built:Inca
tor ow/gross: "
"Mr. iturus Bullfinch?" asked his wife
"Yea."
'Why, he's ft good man. isn't he? I've
always heard people speak well of him.'
-That's just it. We could have woo
bore this fall with anybody."-Chicsgo
Record. Herald.
Good Man Gone.
Molly-1 esti, oid chap-is It true
that youth wife hae-.r-souped with
pour valet.?
tardy-Ta-as. Diagustin', isn't It?
Chelly--Cbaer up. me boy--doht
take it to heart, y' know.
Ferdy-But, confound it, where am
to And &mother such valet'--Cleve
and Loader.
No Chance.
Frtrued-Gelag to convict that
Oar?
Prodeontoe-lt can't be dose.
Ilitlead-Why,. the evidence 0011100
plain enough.
Prosecutor-Tes: bat the house be
robbed was tweeted by the president
el a life insurance company.--Citicago
eau
The Only Hope.
Mrs. Whoupler-Ivu loll me, Hen
Vogleactutitsel, that my daughter cis
sever beouene a singer! Is there no hope
tor her?
Herr Vagelsebnitee)--Vell. =atom,
you mighdt put her on a diet of canary'
twee:, alretty, undt see ',at dot %ill do wit
Isle- Puck_
gieraye the Contrary.
Sharp-What do yoti think AA Gaylord
bona amoral point of view'
Eilaeo-WeLl. I don't know omen
about him, bet his wife says be Is pose
lively wireuel.
Skarp-Iluiti In that case he must be
an angel.-Chicago Daily News
Principtes of Medicine.
Esculapias was founding the science
oe medicine.
"Boys." ha observed, "are only sick
en school days, while the relatives at
cooks are always ill on holidaye "
With this simple axiom he entered on
Ms practice-N.Y. Sun.
That's Different.
-So," said the tourist. "you don't like
It is the wheat belt?"
"Nosier." replied the tramp. "Work is
too hard ter get--
"E.hr•
"-sassy from."-Chicago Sun.
After Worms.
"Why did you fly down so close to th..et
man reading on the bench" asked the
mother robin of her offspring.
"Somebody told me It was • book.
worm." replied the hungry young bird,
--Yonkers Statesman.
0°ml:dilation Changed.
Patience-I thought you said Will had
the key to your boot?
Patrice-8o be bad: but since I met an
those men at the beach this summer, I
think he's lost the combination.-Yonk•
ors Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller-Mrs. DeSplurge told ma
that the new residence they're build
beg ban five entrances.
Mr. Teller-Well, when the wolf ar-
tines that'll keep li%ta guessing tot
awhile -Puck.
TEl BRIDE'S TASK,
Mr. Justwed-Ncrw that we are mar.
tied, dear, you have a serious task before
you,
En. Justwed-What's that, George?
Mr. Justwed-You must prove to my
sisters that you are worthy of me.-To.
peke State Journal.
Worse Still,
home sigh for days that WO no mere.
But not tor them do I beetroot;
Tee ones I regret are those
Which come too often, like the rest
e-N, Y. Sun,
The Straight lip.
Talkative Individual
-Waiter! And
how is It, then, that you're not allowed
be take Ups? Eli?
Walter-Oustoniers °Wort, sir!
Accounted For.
Landlady-I think very highly of
these tees.
Starboard-An, heIrl000ni In your
Saillilljr?-14. Y. Sun..
Her Point of 'View.
Uusbaad-When It comes to money
matters two heaths are better than one
Virite-Yes, they Meld Wear more
hatt—N. Y. Geo
COMMUTER TESTS
MAS. COAMUTER_
"A queer thing happened on the
train trim InUrlituj,“ said the commute ! There is always a distinction and •
V: to his wee. "I am going to put the sort of pride in possessing something
• situation to you and see what ?" which no one else has, even if that
think of it iomething is repute,: to be a aispenser
"at Caldwell two men began to ar of misfortune and history can eine
gua on tee general oessednese of he 
net the poseesror Is sure to get into
man nature. Una was • pessimist, the rouble through it. Until very re
ether an optimist. lee optimist die gently the Spanish royaj family wee
most of the talking, In thls unenviable position and tins
" The average man,' said be, la boa lasted from about the middle of the
est. 1 aid prove it to you Not aow
sixteenth century until after the time
There are at least 60 men in this cm 
et the Spanish-American war,
end ret one of them I venture to sae This unique but unfortunate posses
vill claim anything that does not bre Mon Is nothing more or less than an
g to him.' innocent-lookir but rattier wonde
The cynic &emitted that they were, ful ring, and ewe- It Is reputed te
melee& a pretty aseent lot. 'But I be the carrier of ill luck it has been
"vi" you to go slow; be said.
 Row .tubbed "Mephisto's Org" In appearas owe propose to test themr
Tbis way,' said the optimist. '1
Pees to my pocket a scartpin that
there :lever wore I only bought
•esterday and am taking ti to town
to-day to give it to my wiles nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I am will-
ing to give the Impression that I found
It in thia car. It anybody luta nerve
*sough to claim it se his he may have
it.'
"The cynic agreed to those coal&
Cons and the porter was called,
" 'Will you woortala; said the op
gimlet, If anybody in this car has lost
aoything reosatly?'
"The porter walked up and gown the
aisle and bawled out at the Lop of WI
voice: 'Lost property !ooze-lost
property toned. Who does It Woos
to? This geatleman has it'
'Everybody looked tkrocoth their
pockets and several persons claimed to
be poorer thaa when they lett boma
nose sad lost money, one a watch
charm, somebody else a bunch at keys
sad another a signet ring. Pressatly
a seas sitting near the Weld% of the
me jumped up and said:
'By George! 1 have Oct a soarfotn!'
" 'What Mad of a pin was it?' asked
the optimist.
" 'It was an opal set in a gold band
hf Egyptian workmanship,' war the
reply.
"lb. optimist nearly dropped. 'Is
this It?" asked the optimist
—It Is,' said the man, and he took
the pin.
"The oeinsist was disheartened. tte
had lost a valuable pin and his faith
In the honesty of mankind at the same
time, and the double blow was eaough
to Boor him. The cynic., although se-
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
"'Of course,' sald he, 'you can't
squeal. You've agreed to let the tel
low keep the pin, and you're bowed in
honor to do, but I'd demand an It-
planation if I were you. The dream-
Seances are really remarkable, sad that
much is due you.'
"The optimist thought so, too, ao be
went back and sat down beside the
maa who had filched his pin.
" 'Sir,' said the optimise 'there Is ne
seed for me to tell you that you are
an Infernal rascal. You know that as
well as I do You are aware that that
pin does not belong to you. What I
would like to know is bow you were
able to describe it so accurately.'
"Then the optimist proceeded to re.
tate his previous con•ersation with the
cynic_ The young man listened with
keen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
—Sir,' he said, when It came hist
1111141 to talk, 'perhaps I am not such a
vitiate as you !link. I (-Add describe
his pin because it belonged to me I
lost It five years ago I have been look-
ing tor it ever since. I Intel' that I
Mould find It some time. In all these
years. whenever 1 heard of a man find-
tug anything, I have butted in with a
description of that pin, hoping that ha
might have it I have bees particular-
ly anxious to get It in the last two
years. I am married now and I want
to get the opal set in a iing for my
wife. I thank you for reternhog it to
"The annalist listened, but he was
not convineed. 'I understand the sit-
uation,' he said, 'but I still think you
an a rawest In my opinion ion have
no right to that pin. I bought it yea
Serday in good faith, and 1 oonsidei
that it belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the vest or
to the rest of the men In car. (Vitriol
was !traded Some thought the yovms
man entitled to the pin, others that
Dioceses had the best claim to it."
"1 am surprised," put in ..he ocon
muter's wife, "that there should be any
disagreement Of course it belonged tt
Dlogenee. The ethics of the case an
se plain as a pikestaff to arybody ex
oept thee young man."
"Thanks," said the commuter. "That
was the point I wanted your opinioi
ea."
There was a brief Mien*. Presently
the commuter's wife looked at her huts
band's flushed face, at his wilted collets
and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did yon-get that pin?
she asked. "I never FtW It before, An
opal set in a gold band
-well, upon
my word! You don't mesa to eay-"
"Tee," said the commuter. "I do
I wanted the opal for you, but since
you think I have no, right to it-"
"Ob." said tbe commuter's wife,
dlftereirt"-N. Y. Prise.
RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN
The Old Question.
"Don't you find it a little emborrame
Int to be engaged to a irtiower7"
"Well, yea," admitted the young gipl
frankly. "I do. Every once in awhile
I find myself starttno to ask him if I
am really the first girl be ever loved."
-Louisville Courier
-Journal.
Fermented Liquor.
The four states whir:* produced the
largest quantity of fermented liquor is
1904 were New York, 10.691.8118 bar
rel.; Pennsylvania, 6,121,9313 barrels;
• 4.G32..!21 leenelii and WW1*
Simple land Is Encrwn as "Idephie
to's" and Brings Misfortune
to Dyoasty,
ance it Is similar to an oreatary mar
doge band of solid gold with the ex
reption that it is set with a large and
perfect emerald, the e•oter of who.
P as been hollowed out and coats ii
a ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Around
thlalt at the edge of the emerald are
alternately set pearls and diamonds of
about the else of pin heads.
Although this ring Is said to be
quite valuable and to have • wonderful
history attashed to it, no one can be
found is Spain who is willing to take
It eves as a gift, and this because it
Is salverwelle 'Mown what "bLeplOsto's
rine mamas.
This evil *rearmost cams into Span.
possemileta 41 the time of the reign
at Philip U.. but bow no one seem
is Meow. Natatory tells that duties tie
relics of this inenerch and those of
his successors, Philip III. and Philip
IV., the country was slowly bet surely
ea the decline. This ring was in the
ooesmolen of all Uses* kings. From
the reign of Philip IV. to that ot
Charles IV. the ring cannot be tracel
eut it then avian springs Into exist
*ace, and history tells of the die
aqtroul ware between Spain and Reg
sand during the time of the last-named
monarch
Next Philip's eon, who ascended the
Spanish throws as Ferdinand 111., b
omen prteoner by Napoleon and the
Spanish throw is given to the brother
of the French emperor. Then come/
the Cattle rebellion under FertitnendO
daughter, Isabella 11, and the banish
tuent et Qua= Christina; the war witt
the Moors; the banisionent of Queen
Isabella In 1368; the general ocelots
If anarchy and bloodshed during the
rears of 1873 and 1874, and finally tin
luarreis tetween Spain and her colo
•iee, which resulted In the disastrous
Spanishoemerican war.
At the time of the commencement of
'he recent war between Spain and the
United States this ring was presented
by the Spanish royal family to •
ehnrch in the hope that having a re
tigious Institution as its owner its evil
effects would be averted. This did
nothing toward changing its influence,
for almost Immediately after its reeep•
tion by the church this bottle of wor-
ship was burned to the ground. and
'be ring was thereupon retuoied to
Its donor.
It was then given to a rauseirao but,
Ake the church, this was also destined
'a, receive harm, for it was twice (a
thing said never to happen) struck by
Tbe ring wan again re
turned to the Spanish royal family,
where it remained for some time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army and
nary is claimed to be due to this ring.
At preeent no one will take the re
eponsibility of the ownership of this
jewel, so it has been placed in a strong
box and secretly; buried
Explosive Gems.
It Is not uncommon for a diamond
to explode soon after It reaches the
surface; some have becn known to
buret in the pockete of the miners ox
when held In the warm hand, and the
loss is the greater because large stones
are more liable to explode or fly In
pieces than small cuss. Valuable
stones here been destroyed in this
way, and t Iswhir -rot that cunning
dealers an' be' tete te allowing re
sponsible 4,101.3 to oend70 or carry to
their warm pockets large crystals
fresh from the mine. By way of safe,
guard against explosion some dealers
Imbed large diomonds in raw potato
to insure safe transit to England.-
London Chronicle.
Eclipse in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the recent
eclipse of the sun from his Motion in
Malta thus describes the effect of the
darkness on the inhabitants of that is.
land: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
coming to an end. All the people of
the village where I am living ran into
the church, while some rang the
church belle and some even fired off
large squibs (something of the tire.
works tribe, I mean), but it was all
over in about a quarter of an horn
and then the Maltese left the church
and made their way back to their
lionsee. still looking very much
seared."
Called Hie Bluff.
Miss Cutting-I have often wandered
why you have never dabbled in litera-
ture, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glibb-Ab, you flatter me, Miss
Caning.
"Not at all!" said she. "If I could
spin off fairy tales as easily as you
ens, I should certainly try to put
them into book form!"-Detroit 'Free
Press.
Retail Graft.
"Well," said the optimitt, 'Allere are
at least two senators who won't do any
grafting this session."
"Oh. I don't know," growled the
confirmed pessimist '`iney'll both
make a pretty goad rake-off on their
mileage."-.-Chleago Sun.
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B. F. Sears
. ...1ACTICA SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 62ce3. Tyler, Ks
I. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. hLARBL
Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble
LAWYERS,
Practice in all the courts of
State. Both phones sz.
Rooms I. 2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
Lag 533 1-2 Broadway,
C. WIMPS SEARS, N.B.
Office 1101 Now Si
IoNpIem 317.
H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Room& 5 and 6, Register Boildim
s33 t-s %roadway, Paducah. KY-
New Mame 4go; Old 487 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OBFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, ag6; Office, 3se,
Excursion Rates ou
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE ANL?
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4-00;
Unlimitad Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, Or so each, without
meats; ea oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 53,
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS o
Rooms ro • a •.d is, Columbia Bldg,
PADUCAH, KY. '
W. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 3,„ Paducah
Columlfas Bldg. Kentucky
Old Pbotie Iwo
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS'',
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
IScraisel County; Padocals. Ky
Room "4„ Fraternity Building.
New Phone tee Old Phone 46.05,
'R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
••••••••••••,1
Will Practice in all Courts of Kett
tuclry.
""•
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadway-Phone 120
Residence itto Broadway.
Phone tag.
One Of the princesses of the Bur,
mese 000rt, a young woman not
twenty, is said to be the possessor o
the costliest dress in the world. It i:-.
court costturte and worn only on
rare OceasiOnn. It is studded with
jewels reputed to beworth in the ag•
gregete not less than one trillion fan -
hundred -thousand dollars.
er,
e
• ••••e
EARL OF
'PAWTUCKET
CIGAR
Special Sale
$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not
satisfied
McPherson 's
Drug Store..
Fourth and Broadway.
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo, 28.0 falling.
Chattanooga, 5.9 falling..
Csocinnati, 20.6 falling.
/Evansville, 18.9 falling.
Florence, 5.5 fairing.
10.4 falling.
Ltfuleville, 7.6 falling.
.31t. Carmel, 6.4 standine.
Itashville, leg falling.
Pittsburg, 3.3 standiug.
St. Louis, 10.0 rising.
Paducah, ^ I .4 falirne.
Iturnside, 6.6 falling.
erthage, 7.6 rising.
A
The A teamer IfarveeteV ia pctoday
47* Walls Pittsbrre with )...twenty-eightfarges of coal fes Ote West Kentucky
E eral ccmmany.
The Reaper has gone to PAWS
1tIlitte1i eisuPtir•coalboats that
•in loaded and brtsieglit backlacre for
alio West Kcntua-ky concern.'
'The steamer Kentucky came out of
ohe Tennessee river last light and
owes 1.crc until 5 o'clock tomorrow
allemoon before skipping dut oe her
Aim that way.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansvilk
-yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
lbe John S. llopkins comes in to-
iligr from Evansville and departs at
awe on her return that way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler leaves for Cairo. Site ecnnes
hack tonight nixed to o'clock.
'The Butter ! gets to Nashville to
there tomorrow and
rusehes here Sunday.
Sloth the Lc boat; are ale here
smstorrow, the Peters Lee going tip
• ltesas Afeinphis to Citvinnati and the
"lcesegia Lee coming down from fin -
vilest; to Nfenipliis
riRST WRECK-PROOF
STEEL PULLMAN.
Chicago, Feb. Ea.-Pr:si4e:1:o ,
etatti CP!! 7a1.1 4114 '1;44”:11i4g
4411 Chicago have inni invite3 I.y the
darters of the Pullman ceineany to
• pe to Pullman. t isv and irnreio the.
Srst all .teci .00ro-ot ear Thon;,:h
Mork on the ea: haen ganie nn
lime some time sittlt has bezn
stout it. the Ares, o! president; will
*zee the Twelfth -,irce: stootos
.1v :aifircad.at iii on
aisitt'in a speetal
The new earls t te
stcry.
#4,
Jee-etinais that for-
denamentad eell,nee easels he-
tween windows And bert,:t are bleCii.
floor is cillncrete laid on teel
ets Officaffs of tr Pullman cont-
rary say -tO.A a car built on these
ism wiii tin as nearly wreck proof
as it is possible to make it. It is
known tO lino what extent the
n cony:Inv will go into steel
ShIllliers, but etc corporation is to
ercke steel cars for railroads and it
it sontleinanstrate what is to be done
• t*selinet that the- railroad presidents
Aare been/ inVited to rook over the
shame-
••••--
4 KILLED, 30 HURT.
C 
Los Ange'ra. Cal.. Feb. 1.4.-Feur
1.01113115 IV C4 C kifled and thirty injured
a dozeu of them perhaps fatslly.
By a gas explosion in fee basement
Cressaty's -cafe, at Center place
_bead Second vstreet, shortly after 11 a.
..1ft
The force of the explosion was so
endent that the building in which the
IT located was so badly
iiiiatiered that it collapsed. burying
toff a haudtcd persons in the debris.
rage gless windows for several
Hacks was oilliaiterett by the detona-
tion and several people were injured
flying brick.
When the restaurant opened for
r liasinese this morning employes mi-
l' teed the eisen-piag:gas, but were tm-
• . Ade to, had the leak.. The gas coin-
10211Y agnt on inspector and a moment
ear hvo after he entered the cellar
.a terrifie exphasion occurred. The
'restaurant on the-ground floor and a
rioting office and _several tailoring
oi the -acetone! floor
44 the- truitd:ng were eilettly
41:WERT= TN THE REGISTER
• MTh GET RTLFULTS.
OUT &KRIM !DEPUTY WANTS
FOR SUPPORT R. S. WILLIAMS
MR.GEORGE LANDRAM PASSED
UP INTO SECOND AND
THIRD DISTRICTS.
He Thinks the Committee Will Call a
Convention for Selection of the
Party Candidate.
Hon, Geo. WI, Lamdram, of Smith-
land, arrived here yesterday and left
List night for the second and third
congressional districts in the interest
of his candidacy for the democratic
nomination for state railroad commis-
sioner of this district. Ile expects to
be gone several weeks np in that por-
tion of the country urging upon the
people his claims. lie reports that
he is having easy running everywhere
and is conEdent of securing the nomi-
nation to succeed MaeD. Ferguson,
the present commissioner, who wants
to le re-elected. •
Mr Landratn favors a convention
if 4t-legates from every county iu the
district to settle the nomination ques-
tion, while Mr. Ferguson desires a
primary -called like they had the last
imt issmioissioners were eiected.
Illt- Woulgrbeitss expensive and sire
ore satisfaction to have the primary',
sio.stated Mt Landeltnr__:md he thinics
f nsinitase vii1S04111N OR. at the
proper time.
Messrs. L,andram and Ferguson are
the two leading candidates for this
position, although several others arc
being inentioned in tin, connection
..OiRis STEALS Ilsoiso
FROM BM. CHURCH.
.- 
-----
Arty 40 %loom i ngto n. Ill.. W 3 man
* • Confesses She Sent Money
. - 
Brof.-_cr. 41
•...-011...-..
1.1104•Mille.03. 111. Fit) 14.- A Are.
thendous sensation ‘1, as created here
this afternoon by the arrest of Miss
Helen Dixon, a pretty girl who for
two years has been treasurer of the
Gleaners' • society of the Second
Christian church,, it being alleged
that she had embezzled Step° of the
church muds.
She was the suctcxlian of money
ti-at had been earned by the socnety
i.1 various ways, the money to be
apelied upon the payment of a new
01 gun. This organ had just arrived
at an expense of So.ario ‘Vhcn Miss
Dixon oas rsked for the money in
bet possession. she could give nie re-
piy, simply stating that she had noth-
ing to say regarding it.
.Late tonight Miss Dixam broke her
siltner and confessed thet all the
money had been sent to her brother,
but idle could not tell where he was
lecated. She said that he had ap-
pcale0 to her at various times for
nioney, prrunising to pay it hack and
that she dial not have the heart to
rriuse him. She believed that when
Ii..- knew of the plight into which she
bad fallen that he would raisc the
money and 'have her released.
It finally became necessary to
place her under arrest this afternoon.
Miss Dixon came here from Michi-
jou. where her parents are supposed
t s reside. She is also said to have
a brother in Chicago. She is an un-
tonally pretty *hi and was a great
favorite both in church and social
'
circles.
All efforts to have her talk about
t rite location of her parents or to give
lthe addrets, of any of her relatives
!bare so far been futile. • Because of
r;oe: relitence an air e,f mystery isven the case. -
Today she went elowu tn the fur-
!lace morn and ihnerte/f up sbme pa-
pers. When told that if she did not
give sonic explanation she might go
to jail, she replied then "to jail with
nte.". -
She learned stenography and type-
writing aortic time -ago, and has been
etr.ployed of late in various capacities
1.1 Weal firths. For the past two
•eacke she has been out of employ-
ment. The members of the church
v hp have worked so hard to raise
the money are dazed and arc at a loss
l-ow to proceed.
MIDDLE CAR OF TRAIN LOST.
Train Reconnects By Automatic
Counler and Continues Trip.
PAPERS RECEIVED FOR HIM
FROM CARSON CITY,
NEVADA.
Deputy Marshal Wade Brown Can-
not Locate His Man, Who
is Nlot in Directory.
If R. S. Williams can be found he
is entitled to a ride of several thous-
and miles and in addition to the al-
lowance of ten cents per mile mado
inm, he will get $o. per day for every
aay he .is gone. Deputy United
States Marshal Wade grown has the
papers for this Williams, who is sum-
moned to appear before the United
States court grand jury at Carson
City, Nevada. February 27. WV. The
deputy cannot find his man Abough,
but runs across many Williams who
are wiring to go as the trip means
several hundred dollars for the .right
party.
The deputy yesterday morning re-
ceived from Cakson City a paper
signed by r J. Edwards, clerk of the
United States court, stating that the
itidgr. Hon F- S. Farrihgtioo. had or-
dered R. S. Williams of Paducah-to
appear lkefore rite federal grand jury
the date mentioned. Mr.
DWI. immediately started out look-
ing for his man, and made a round
et about twenty Williams, but he
cannot find anyone of that initial.
The paper does not state what the
rnan is wanted before thc grand jury
for, but it is doubtless some case that
s. being investigated.
It is about esaoo miles out to Car-
City, the round trip making
miles altogether. When the
lAtited Stater governnwnt summons
a witness to the court he is allowed
ten cents for every mite he travel!,
and in addition Ia per day to pay Ina
hotel hill and other expenses. As a
Hie to Carlson City and return would
consume nearly three weeks, it
means that if Williams is found he
will get something like $45o for go-
ing out there.
This is the farthest distance a wit-
ness has been called since Deputy
Marshal Brown has been in the ser-
site. If this Williams is in the city
he should notify the deputy marshal
so the paper can be screed on him.
Winona, Minn.. Feb. 4..--1y a Pe-
culiar accident a freight train crew to-day lost a car from the middle of a
long train and never missed it -until
on the return trip the missing car was
sten in the diteh.
A fast freight wtiile running dowti
grade at good speed broke in two and
the rear car of the forward part of
the ruptured train jumped the track
and rolled into the ditch.
The forward part of the train
slowed down for a curve and the hind
part, running downgrade under mo-
mentetr. caught up with the forward
part of thetrain. The automatic
coupler reunited the train and the trip
wa- tontintted. Thu car was: missed
at' the end of the run; but the train
Chew. thought it had tiot‘been madeinto the train until, on the return trip,
the ronductor found the ear beside
the track. - A-faemer then told of See'ing the :ireident.
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RECUPERATION
?MR
NEW INDUSTRIES FOR
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
--
Chattanooga. Tenn.. Feb. 14.-The
Tratleaman reports the following tow
industries for Kentucky aud Terme*-
.see 7
Kentucky-Maysville 
-Werehouse
company.
Glendale--SR.soo grain elevator.
Brandenburg-Ssoamo Ian! , com-
pany.
Ashland Szoo,00n const.-vetion
company.
minine itni RUN-
ing company
Winchester 5st.000 en
-teat-ant:an
mpauy.
Frankfort-$7,5oo canning fa:tc:y.
I.udlow-$2oo,000 election brak-
°company.
Liberty
-Telephone compsr.e.
Covington--$5.coo amusement
Pan)-.
Tennessee Memphis -- S3a.000
cotton chopper company; $. toemo
heedle factory; Sioo,000 watsr works.
Nashville
-Hardware c ampule.
Chattanooga
-$35,000 brick works.
Lebanon-$13,000 pacl:iee plan..
Jellicn--$5,0oo coal and -.sere
pany.
1
CO TT.-
C. E. Jennings has Moved his Real
,Estate and Insurance office from
Fraternity Building across the street
to lower floor of Truchart Building,
No. 524 Broadway.
I had rather he the first man in a
village than the second man in Rome.
--Caesar
AL BISHOP GOES TO HOT
SPRINGS. ARK. FOR A
SOJOURN
intendant Egan Held Staff Met-
ing Last Evening of His
Assistants.
Mr. Al Bishop, cashier of the freight
department for the Illinois Central
railroad here, has been granted an
indefinite leave of absence by Gen-
eral Agent John T. Donovan. account
of the formers bad health. Mr. Bishop
has been on a decline for several
weeks and is relieved temporarily in
order that he can go to Hot Springs,
Arkansas., .for a sojourn in hopes
of recuperating. ‘Vhile be is away
the cashier's duties will be looked af-
ter by the chief rate clerk, Mr. Va'
A. May, while the rating will be
supervised by Mr. Al Roth. the as-
sistant hill clerk.
Cabinet Meeting
Superintendent Egan. of the Louis-
ville division o: the Illinois Central
railroad, arrived here yesterday af-
ternoon, and last evenilg held a meet-
ing of his cabinet at The Palmer.
There was present Roadmaster Bliss
Supervisor Wagoner, Traveling En-
gineer B. J. Feeny, General Agent
John T. Donovan and Trainnvister
McCabe. They talked .over matters
in general regarding railroad business.
Foreman Promoted.
Mr. Joseph Crahen, general foreman
of sections for the Paducah yards,
has been promoted to division super-
visor for South of Memphis. and left
last night to assume his duties. Mr.
W. 11. Cerrol has succeeded Mr. era-
hen who has been located here as
general foreman for eight years
GLOBE BANK 
_& TRUST CO.
Capital Nock
Surplus $100,000$34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
•4 
maw to business intrusted to us. . .-
Q. W. ROBERTSON Prem. N. W. V AN CULLS, Cealsier
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No $low
DOW= W1111"--
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway Mt Pbouse0t6oe 3113-Rasbisace 169 f)
VALENTINES!!
COMICS,,CILLLIJi0ID AND SILK NOVELTIES, postal. garde
and dainty little remembrances for St. Valentine's day. Come web
to stioare choke selection. 
-4%0101111.1111,1111111110111111M
We offer some especially fine values 9t postal card albums fro"
70C to Se.00. eatendigalaCk'jlingaMINAL
D. E.VVilson Bitusic  oolein
At, Harbour's Department, Store ttab-r"
Is
I 44
3 4.
•
Advertise in the Register and get results v
FOR PIE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 264
raDICTER C (0) A L PITTSBURGJ 
Ann,
West Kentuck Coal Co.
Office and fillapratorNYndmIeriihio
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